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WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE MUSIC BUSINESS?
By E. M. WICKES

A Weekly Theatrical Digest and Review of the Show World
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DOLLS

Special Sale of KNIVES

Indian Beads

For a Short Time Only, $24.50 Per Gross

Gold-plated Skulls, Mohawk Girls, Popular Novelty Item. Will go Fast. $2.50 each.

Indian Beads in assorted colors. All the pop-

SUGAR-ITE AND DRINK POWDERS

Don't vary Sugar

The McKay-Sugarplum Powder. 1 pound equals 120

SACCHARINE. $7.00 A POUND.

McKay's SPECIAL DRINK POWDERS STRONGEST CHEAPEST

Orange, Lemon, Lime, Grape and Cherry

WANTED SHOWS and CONCESSIONS

Don't pretend. Ask Archie for Concession Men in downtown Hotel. We hire the Obliging Prices. Send 2 Gross for Free Catalog. McKay, 46 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill. Address on each Packet. Rejected Goods. 12 East Monroe.

Send NO MONEY

We have a complete line of the latest Concession Packages in the market. All packed with same grade goods. We want good dealers to report. Send 10 cents for catalog and price list.

GELLMAN BROS.
725 Huron Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

THE OLD RELIABLE DESK CLOCK

While They Last, $1.90 Each

WRITE FOR THE "HUSTLER" 1920 CATALOG JUST OFF THE PRESS

BEST SELLERS RUSHED TO ORDER. ORDER TODAY.

WE carry one of the largest and most complete stocks of merchandise under one roof in the country, for Streetcar, Carnival, Fair, Chautauqua, Pitches, Picnics, Premium Cuts, Shows, Writers, Auctioneers, Sales Boys, Operators, Demonstrators, and Medicine Men.

SOURCES, $2.25

LEVIN BROS., Est. 1895
TERRE HAUTE, IND.

DUMPIE DOLLS
13 INCHES IN HEIGHT

with natural hair and silk crepe paper dress, as illustrated, 60c Each.

Same as illustrated, without hair or dress, 35c Each.

Silk crepe paper dresses, 100 lots, 5c each; 500 lots, 4c each.

WHY PAY MORE?

Send for Illustrated Circular.

DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, Danville, Illinois.

WANTED SHOWS and CONCESSIONS

Don't do without. Ask Archie for Concession Men in downtown Hotel. We hire the Obliging Prices. Send 2 Gross for Free Catalog. McKay, 46 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill. Address on each Packet. Rejected Goods. 12 East Monroe.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., LABOR DAY CELEBRATION

WANTED MARRIAGE FEATURES, ALL WANTED USEFUL AND NICE SHOWS For Own Private Use.

HARRY STADLER, YNDSVILLE and Acrossman, 414 No. 8th St., Birmingham, Ala.
World's Frolic Shows

10 Weeks of Big Fairs
Including Benton Harbor, Mich., Labor Day Week
South Bend, Ind., Sept. 1-16
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 23-25

CONCESSIONS

WANTED ONE CONCESSION, especially for the opening week. Address World's Frolic Shows, Muskegon, Mich., week of August 23.

Bayless Bros. & Co., Louisville, Ky.

Hoss-Hay's United Shows

Can Place

Basket and Pillow Wheel

50-50 Basis

Join at once. Have a season of 15 weeks of celebrations in oil towns. Wire

BERT HOSS, New Bethlehem, Pa., week Aug. 23rd.

WANTED ONE MORE SHOW

That Can Be Featured

Concessions, especially Great American Shows, United Shows, World's Frolic Shows, all within the next two weeks. Address Mr. E. C. Edwards, Great American Shows, Washington, D.C., week August 23, Glidden Forge, Va., week August 30. Any inquiries will be answered promptly.

SALES BOARDS AND CARDS

of all descriptions carried in stock and manufactured to your order.

J. W. Hoodwin Company
304-5 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.
We ship your order same day as received

Taggart's Shows, Formerly Edwards and Taggart

Last year, my Fords and some Concessions had, at Vinton Feb. 17-18 and the World's Frolic Shows at the same place. This year, we intend to have a fine show, and we are looking for a stronger show. We have 50-50 basis and will make a strong appeal.

Showmen Take Notice, Concessionaires!

Smith Greater United Shows

Booked solid until November 1. How do you like routes? Firemen's Big Victory Celebration this week, August 23, Finchberg, Pa., Colonies, Pa., Fair, four big days and nights. August 24 and 25, Bluefield, W. Va., America's Legion Celebration. September 6 to 11, Charleston, W. Va., Fair, four big days and nights. September 11, Mobile, Ala., Fair, four big days and nights. September 19, Charleston, W. Va., America's Legion Celebration. September 27 to October 1, Grand Rapids, Mich., Carnival. September 30 to October 4, Indianapolis, Ind., Fair, four big days and nights. October 5, Chicago, Ill., Fair, four big days and nights. October 15, Des Moines, Iowa, Fair, four big days and nights. October 22, Elizabeth City, N. C., four big days and nights. October 23 to 29, North Carolina. We positively have contracts for towns where we have deposit set up at each one for our appearance, and we will play them.

Showmen AND CONCESSIONS have your show with the best framed Plant. Show with any competitor. Russell Magin, Jan Havrev, Charles Fentz, Samuel Thomas, Bob Beez, wire at once. Want good little acts for 1-1-1. Hawaiian and Oriental Shows, also cabaret dancers that can be made at all times. Wire Adam Myl, Princess Chi, come at once. For further information address F. F. Brown, General Manager, or Bob Chambers, Ass't. Manager, as per route.

Gloth Greater Shows

Want for Ambridge, Pa., Aug. 31st-Sept. 11th

First show in eight years. In the heart of the city. Will book any show capable of getting money. Special inducements to pony show and whip. Will book any other ride. We will furnish transportation for any show or novelty ride. Can place a few more legitimate concessions. After August 30th, no contracts. Will take any of the best locations in Pittsburgh. We are going South, so book with us now. Address all mail or wires to ROBERT GLOTH, care of Gloth Greater Shows, Blairsville, Pa., week Aug. 23-28; Ambridge, Aug. 31-Sept. 11.

WANTED CONCESSIONS OF ALL KINDS

No exclusives. Kid Steam playing Indianapolis this week. Fairs to follow. SOL'S UNITED SHOWS.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY MUSICIANS, LADY LISTENING AGENT AND CAR

Opening for Circuit, Four Pennsylvania Shows and Territories. Must have knowledge of A. P.'s and S. W. M.'s. Must have experience in a large circuit. Must be capable of handling fine acts. Must have a good act to secure the music and. Must be physically able to travel. Must have act and car in our possession. Must be capable of handling fine acts. Must have a good act to secure the music.
WALT WHAM FAIR
MIDDLESEX COUNTY, Inc.
SEPT. 9, 10, 11.
NEAREST FAIR TO BOSTON—66 ACRES GROUNDS
Write JOHN B. HAY, General Manager, 33 Main St., Wellesley, Mass.

D. L. TENNYSON SHOWS
WANT CONCESSIONS
Write for FREE-Coned and Permit Cards, rates, etc.
326 HAY MARKET BUILDING, NEW YORK.

WANTED
FOR THE MARGARET LILLIE SHOW GIRLS' CO.
Piano Player and Tenor Chorus Girls
Write to Miss JOSEPHINE TAYLOR, 373 Lincourt Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED AT ONCE FOR WORLD'S MEDICINE CO.
One first-class newspaper manager, willing to work at $50 per week and up. Write Fullerton, Missouri.

WANTED CHORUS GIRLS
Principals, Piano Players, General Chorus People, Wife, eight, LITTLE BABES, Mrs. Columbia Theater, Chicago.

WANTED QUICK
Principals, Piano Players, General Chorus People, Wife, eight, LITTLE BABES, Mrs. Columbia Theater, Chicago.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY—DRUMMER AND TOM PEOPLE
In all acts. Ambitious troupe needed of young men. Send samples. For sale in New York City. For more information, apply to Mrs. C. L.這次, Boston.

Mule Riders Wanted for 40 Weeks' Contract
220 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK.

WANTED—MUSICIANS
Band, 321 Church St., New York.

WANTED—CONCESSIONS
Wanted Immediately
Orchestra Leader
Musician, Orchestra Leader, and Band for 00 Week Contract.

WANTED—U. S. OPERATOR
Band, 321 Church St., New York.

WANTED—PIANO PLAYER
Band, 321 Church St., New York.

WANTED—PLANETARY ORGANISTS
Band, 321 Church St., New York.

WANTED—Pianists and Organists
Band, 321 Church St., New York.

WANTED—SOLDIER-COMEDIAN
Band, 321 Church St., New York.

THE BILLBOARD
Published weekly at 15-17 Opera Place, Cincinnati, O.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE—$2.00 A YEAR.
Entered as second-class mail matter June 4, 1897, at Post Office, Cincinnati, O.
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GILLMORE IN ATTENDANCE AT CONVENTION OF THE A. F. OF L.

Will Urge Adoption of Three Important Resolutions
Equity Seeks to Better Conditions in Theaters
Also Would Compel Managers to Guarantee Return Fare

New York, Aug. 28.—Frank Gillmore, executive secretary of the Actor's Equity Association, will leave this afternoon at 5:14 for Bangor, Me., where he will attend the state convention of the American Federation of Labor, which opens tomorrow and will continue thru the week. Mr. Gillmore will present three important resolutions and press the adoption of the same. The resolutions are as follows:

1. Declaration: Whereas, It is to the best interests of the theater, as other business enterprises, that the public be fully protected and that no misrepresentation be allowed; and,
   Whereas, Misrepresentation often causes money to be spent on actors whose names appear in the advertisements and yet are not out of the bill; and,
   Whereas, In New York City a whole organization of Labor has been formed by a new law so that the manager can advertise it on the road as an organized cast; and,
   Whereas, It is the custom of vaudeville theater, chorus and cabaret to post the actual names of the players unless the place of entertainment; and,
   Whereas, A wrong has been done both in the public and to the actor by the failure of the so-called legitimate and musical comedy managers to do the same thing; therefore,

Be it Resolved, That the New York State Federation of Labor adopts the following bill compelling all theatrical managers to continuously post and display true names of the players of each and every performance at the main entrance to the theater, also in the manager's office, and that any changes in the cast changes must be posted on a printed slip in the program or by an announcement from the stage.

The second resolution is as follows:

Whereas, In some of the theaters of the State of New York the dressing rooms where actors and actresses are

(Continued on page 34)

The Edition of This Issue of The Billboard Is 56,225
CHORUS EQUITY VOTES TO AMEND CONSTITUTION

For a Closer Affiliation With Actors' Equity Action Amounts Practically to Merger With A. E. A._Absolute Amalgamation Is Favored by President Emerson

New York, Aug. 25.—Members of the Chorus Equity organized as the "Chorus Equity," representing all choral artists, who voted on Wednesday, August 25, for the purposes of their affiliated organization, voted to bring the Chorus Equity to the Actors' Equity Association, unanimously adopting the purpose of joining the Chorus Center to the Chorus Equity, as a matter of self-preservation, or, in other words, a merger between the Chorus Center and the Actors' Equity Association. Voting to the merger of the Chorus Center to the Actors' Equity Association, the vote was 99 for, 1 against.

Mr. Emerson, a member of the Chorus Equity, president, John Emerson, president of the Actors' Equity Association, and Dr. A. S. Giam, leader of the Chorus Equity, all voted for the merger.
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MACLAULINH A SENSATION

The "Actress," a new play by Miss Eliza, on August 26, was presented for the first time at the Theatre in the presence of 1,500 people. The play was written by Miss Eliza, a young actress who has given promise of great things. The play is a story of a young woman who seeks the love of her life, but finds, to her surprise, that she is not the only one who seeks the love of her heart. The play was well received by the audience, and is expected to be a great success.

THEATRICAL M.N. ROSSO

New York, Aug. 25.—When Carl Mack, the theatrical manager connected with the Dramatic Rights, Inc., was reported to be in the presence of 1,500 people, it was announced that he had signed a contract with the Actors' Equity Association. The contract was for a period of one year, and the terms were not disclosed. It is understood that the contract will be for the entire season.

OPERATE ON FANNIE HURST

New York, Aug. 25.—Reports of an operation on Fannie Hurst, the actress, were confirmed yesterday when Miss Hurst was reported to be in hospital. The operation was a success, and Miss Hurst is expected to make a quick recovery. She will be in the hospital for about a week, and will be discharged in about two weeks. The operation was performed by Dr. A. S. Giam, who is one of the leading surgeons in the city.

"FATHER" OPENS IN SAVREY

New York, Aug. 25.—"FATHER" was presented for the first time at the Savreay Theatre. The play is a drama of the life of a poor man, and is acted by a cast of well-known actors. The play was well received by the audience, and is expected to be a great success.

NEW YORK'S NEWEST THEATER

Will Provide Permanent Playhouse Devoted To Arts of the Illustrious—Martinka's Theater of Magic at 493 Sixth Avenue—To Open Labor Day

New York, Aug. 25.—Martinka's Theater of Magic at 493 Sixth Avenue opens on Friday as the public on Labor Day. New York will at last have a permanent playhouse devoted to the arts of the Illustrious. The theatre is provided by Mr. A. S. Giam, president of the Actors' Equity Association, in honor of Mr. A. S. Giam, president of the Actors' Equity Association.

MACGREGOR'S NEWEST THEATER

New York, Aug. 25.—MacGregor's new play, "The Illustrious," will open on Labor Day. It is a drama of the life of a poor man, and is acted by a cast of well-known actors. The play was well received by the audience, and is expected to be a great success.

NEW HARLEM THEATER

To Be Erected at Cost of $700,000—Will Have Roof Garden

New York, Aug. 25.—An important theatrical development for the Harlem district. The theater, to be known as the Harlem Theater, is to be erected on a site previously occupied by a small building. The new theater will be equipped with the latest mechanical and electrical appliances, and will be erected at a cost of $700,000.

LEAVING FOR FRANCE

New York, Aug. 25.—Among the last representatives of the French Ambassadors, who are expected to leave for France, one of the representatives of the New York Symphony Orchestra, who was in Paris last week, is expected to leave for France this week.
LAURETTE TAYLOR

Back From London Triumph

WASHINGTON, Aug. 22—Mrs. Hortense Manns Will Tour Principal Cities in “One in Rome”

Mrs. Hortense Mann, wife of J. Hartley Manns, foremost English actor, returned here yesterday after a tour of the principal cities of the United States and Canada under the management of Mrs. Jane Maloney, famous English actress, who will present Mrs. Manns in the lead of the production. The tour will last for several months and the actress will play in New York, Boston, Chicago, and other cities. The production is said to be a very successful one, and Mrs. Manns is expected to receive a warm welcome in all the cities she visits.

THEATRES ACTIVITY


NEW TRENCH THEATER

New York, Aug. 21—A new trench theater will be built at Lyons, N. Y., on the site of the Queen Green Wide on South Broad street, according to an announcement of W. D. Smith, the manager. The theater will be located in Long Branch and it will be open about the beginning of the season.

CARRIE PONSSELE SIGNED

New York, Aug. 22—Carrie Ponssele, the actress and comedienne, has signed a contract to appear in the next season with the New York Theater Company. The contract is for a period of three months.

LYNCH HOLDS EXTENSIONS

The E. Z. Lynch Enterprises have extended their facilities in St. Petersburg, Fla., by the addition of a third floor. The extension includes two new piano rooms, and will be ready for use by September 1.

DESTINATIONS

The thru train in the north will depart every Friday and Saturday at 6:45 p.m., and will stop at Allentown, Reading, and Philadelphia, arriving at St. Petersburg, Fla., at 9:45 p.m., and departing on the return of the train at 12:15 p.m., and arriving in Philadelphia at 4:15 p.m.

Baltimore’s New Theater

To Seat 7,000 People

The Century, To Be Completed Before Christmas, Will Be One of the Largest Playhouses in the World—Will in Reality Be Two Complete Theaters Under One Roof

Baltimore, Aug. 22—A new theater for the city of Baltimore has been announced, to be completed by December 1. The theater will be located at the intersection of Charles and Orleans streets, and will have a seating capacity of 7,000. The theater will be built under the supervision of the architects, H. H. McCormick and J. H. McIlvaine.

INCREASE SOUGHT

A new theater for the city of Baltimore has been announced, to be completed by December 1. The theater will be located at the intersection of Charles and Orleans streets, and will have a seating capacity of 7,000. The theater will be built under the supervision of the architects, H. H. McCormick and J. H. McIlvaine.
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ETHEL DARE

A Sensation at Davenport

Woman Aerialist Thrills Through Mississippi Valley Fair and Exposition With Daring Stunts

Chicago, Aug. 21—M. B. T. C., manager of the Mississippi Valley Fair, Davenport, Iowa, today announced that Ethel Dare, the famous aeronaut, will make her appearance at the fair on August 22. The fair is scheduled to open on August 23, and Ethel Dare is expected to give a series of daring stunts, including a flight over the fairgrounds and a flight over the city of Davenport.

APPRAISAL BAKER ESTATE

New York, Aug. 21—Appraisers have been appointed to appraise the estate of Mr. Baker, the late publisher of the New York Times. The appraisers will be paid $100,000 for their services. The estate includes real estate, works of art, and other property.

FLYING RICHARD’S ASSISTANT

New York, Aug. 21—Richard’s assistant, the famous aeronaut, will make his first flight on September 1.

GLOWS SEE NEW YORK

New York, Aug. 21—New York City will receive a glow with the opening of the 100th Street Fair, to be held at 100th Street and Third Avenue. The fair will feature a large exhibition of scientific equipment, as well as a series of educational lectures and demonstrations.

BARCHMS IN “G. Y. FOLLIES”

New York, Aug. 21—The Barrow and Brothers will be presented in the “G. Y. Follies” at the Apollo Theater. The show will be held from September 1 to September 10.

REHEARSING FOR “SOMETHING SIMILAR”

New York, Aug. 21—The cast of “Something Similar,” to be presented at the New York Theater, is now in rehearsal. The show is expected to open on September 1.

YOURS MERRILY IS BACK

New York, Aug. 21—John M. Merrily, the famous aeronaut, has arrived back on New York after his recent flight over the Pacific Ocean. The flight was a great success, and Merrily is now planning another flight, this time to the East Coast.

JONNY BLAYN IMPROVING

New York, Aug. 21—Jonny Blayn, the famous aeronaut, is now improving his flying machine. The machine is being tested in the air, and Blayn is expected to make his first flight in the next few days.
THE DRAMATIC STAGE

THE "PROPERTY MAN"
William Bradley Keeps Everything in Stock, From Warming Pans to Stuffed Deer

New York, Aug. 20—The William Bradley Studios at 330 West Thirty-sixth Street are an exemplification of what a man with a purpose can accomplish in a particular line of endeavor. The present owner of the studios, William Bradley, the owner of these studios, was a property man with the Rink, Harris Show. When Max Wander and Mr. Harris were one of the victims of the Saturday night property man's strike and were forced to close up their operation, Mr. Wander engaged as an opportunity to create a business of his own, and Bradley, who had worked for Mr. Wander, decided to venture on his own. The result can be seen in the Bradley Studios, which are now presenting a grand weekly show, "Sawdust and Steam," which is being played to capacity audiences.

The studio is equipped with the latest in mechanical devices, and the shows are being produced with a high degree of professionalism. The production staff includes some of the best names in the business, and the result is a show that is both entertaining and educational. The show is presented on a weekly basis, and the schedule has already been announced for the next two months.

STILL AT LONG BEACH
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Conlon Clarke, who arrived at the Hotel Virginia, Long Beach, early in July, for a week's vacation, are still enjoying the delights of the area. They are staying in the Long Beach Hotel, and the weather has been cooperation.

A ghost figure of Decatur must needs escape with sketchy violin and hand bell, and the cueless pieces of furniture of the Beachmen's period. A third subject and a queer-looking old ale party that probably served to occupy the hands of many cottagers at the noontide hour they were seen by a fistful half left with the caged cloth back.

"I went in at the door to see the man in the picture," says Mr. Bradley, "as with an occasional element of the movie, but, in this instance, it was the real world. It was a cheerful sight, and Mr. Richard Grand, the owner, made us feel very welcome. He showed us around and gave us a tour of the studio, and the result is a show that is both entertaining and educational. The show is presented on a weekly basis, and the schedule has already been announced for the next two months.

TRAVEL BY AUTO
Ernest Lalanne, Manager of "Tea for Three" Company, Will Visit the West

New York, Aug. 20—Ernest Lalanne, manager of the "Tea for Three" Company, which is on tour this season, arrived at the Hotel Majestic, New York, yesterday, in the midst of a severe storm. Mr. Lalanne stated that he is now preparing for several important productions at a well-known theatre. He has received several invitations to appear in various parts of the country, and he is considering the possibility of taking his company on a tour.

MISS MOWER RE-ENGAGED
Chicago, Aug. 20—Miss Mower, who has been the star of "Miss Mower's Nonsense," is now engaged to star in "Miss Mower's Nonsense," at the Chicago Grand Theatre. The new production is scheduled to open on September 1, and the audience is eager to see what Miss Mower will do with her new material.

PREPARING FOR "THE STORM"
Chicago, Aug. 20—Louis McCormack has arrived in Chicago to prepare for his new production, "The Storm," which is scheduled to open in October. Mr. McCormack is known for his dramatic ability, and he is expected to bring a new level of intensity to the production. The show is scheduled to run for a limited time, and tickets are already selling fast.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION OF GRA

F. F. MACKAY
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NEW PLAYS

"THE CHECKERBOARD"

"THE CHECKERBOARD" is a farce with music by George Gershwin, words by Betty Comden and Adolph Green, and a scenario by Edward K被誉 by the Times. The play is to open September 1st at the Ziegfeld Theatre on 31st Street. New York, August 31.

"THE CHECKERBOARD" is a farce with music by George Gershwin, words by Betty Comden and Adolph Green, and a scenario by Edward K бюю of the Times. The play is to open September 1st at the Ziegfeld Theatre on 31st Street. New York, August 31.

"THE LADY OF THE LAMP"

"THE LADY OF THE LAMP" is a romantic comedy by G. B. Shaw, with music by Lord Berners and lyrics by Noël Coward. The play is to open September 1st at the Ziegfeld Theatre on 31st Street. New York, August 31.

"THE CAVE GIRL"

"THE CAVE GIRL" is a comedy in three acts by George M. Cohan. The play is to open September 1st at the Ziegfeld Theatre on 31st Street. New York, August 31.
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"THE DRAMATIC NOTES"

Mrs. Whistler is planning another tour for a European trip. The tour will include visits to the cities of Paris, London, Berlin, and Vienna. Mrs. Whistler is expected to be accompanied by her daughter, Jane, and her son, Charles. The tour will begin in September and last until November.
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PITTSBURGH

Didn't Discourage Earl Carroll, Neither Did the Kidding of the Lofty Managers

New York, Aug. 30—In Pittsburgh, the stronghold of the steel king, the place where William Russell lives, and his husband, Alexander P. Moore, publishes a newspaper, it is also the home of some of the world's most successful manufacturers of steel, coal, copper, and aluminum. Nooner Brownie-jean's silver mines are visited to the home of Mr. Moore's father, and steel mills are within a few blocks of the hotel where Mr. Moore stays.

The newspaper office is in a building on the corner of Sixth and Smith streets, and it is a place where one can find a good deal of interesting information about the city. The manager of the newspaper is a man who has been in the business for many years, and he knows the city as well as any other person.

"I do not think it is necessary to go to the newspaper office to get information about the city," said Mr. Moore.

"I believe that it is more important to go to the people who live in the city, and to get the information from them."

Mr. Moore is a man who has always been interested in the city, and he has done a great deal to make it better. He has built many schools and hospitals, and he has helped to establish many organizations.

"I believe that it is important to give something back to the city," said Mr. Moore.

"I have been fortunate enough to have a good deal of money, and I believe that it is important to use it for the benefit of the city."
The Chicago Branch of the Actors' Equity Association Announces the Opening of an Up-to-Date THEATRICAL EMPLOYMENT BUREAU

OUR POLICY FOR

The Manager will endeavor to protect the interests against losses to railroad fares. We will endeavor to protect the interests against losses to railroad

EFFICIENCY AND SERVICE

President, Honored by the Personality of J. Marcus Korn, Chicago, ILLINOIS.

1125-23 West Forty-seventh Street, New York City.

Special Notice to Members

We will endeavor to protect the interests against losses to railroad

THE PROPERTY MAN

(Continued from page 9)
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MacLEAN PLAYERS

To Open Season Sept. 6

Popular Stock Favorites, Headed
By Pauline Maclean and Edward Clarke Liley, Return To Akron

Arms, O., Aug 25.—The Pauline Maclean, who for so long has been the favorite at the Miners Club last season, will reopen at that house Monday, September 6th, as it was announced for that purpose by Frank Myers, business manager, succeeded Bert King, who served the past two years in that capacity for the Dramatic Stock. "Step Thirt" has been selected for the Akron engagement and Mr. Liley, who recently returned from New York, has served several terms as manager of the company in the United States this fall and winter.

The Pauline Maclean Company will close their summer season at Center Falls, Jamestown, NY and open at the Miners Club, Akron on September 6th. A brief rest will come at Albany preparatory to the opening of the company for the season. The closing of the season was at a Halfpence Great, in their third stadium at the Jamestown, NY. Miss Maclean has succeeded herself with the best company ever seen in her capacity, including many of last year's favorites, among them being Stil Charles, George G. Clark, Francis M. Hayne, Daniel Hall, Frank Meyer, Frank Arnott, Frank M. Smith, Albert E. Armstrong, Augen casts. L. E. Lewis, E. M. Smith, E. C. Merrell and Charles M. Smith.

Mr. Myers has taken the company to New York in a few days in order that the present production will be finished and the company will be ready for their opening at the Miners Club. Miss Maclean, who has been in a vacation a few weeks, will join the company at the Miners Club, Akron on September 6th.

GLITTER’S STOCK CLOSES

Davenport, O., Aug 25.—The Glitter Stock Company, with its headquarters at the hotel, continued its engagement for the second week. The company was under the direction of Erhardt Head and the stage was continued with the same spirit and enthusiasm.
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HAWKINS-WEEK CLOSING

Stock Company To Reopen Labor Day At Terre Haute

Terre Haue. Ind., Aug. 23—The Hawkins-White Players closed their summer stock season at this point Aug. 15, the last bill being "Fair and Favor," which the music and company all acceptably, giving capacity audiences at all performances. Manager White has been developing the terre Haute, Ind., where he has been a hotel for the season. The Hawkins-White Players are going to the Chicago, Ill., and from there to the Grand on Sunday, shutting the interest of the company for the season, and occasionally open for one-half-night engagement with the company, which has been playing in Madison, Wis., and Chicago, Ill., and will remain in the city. Manager White reports that both the entertainment and Wagnerian song during the past season has been very satisfactory from the box-office standpoint.

RITCHIE BROWN Bought

An admiral is being made to be Ritchie Brown, formerly of the Ritchie Stock Company, but his interest in England, E. Brown, who has been away from the firm since 1908. He is now in business for himself and three boys. Living in St. Louis, Ind., where he has not been heard from him since last spring, the information regarding the whereabouts can be addressed to the Hospital for Women and Children, London, England. His name is John.

VEER COMPANY CLOSING

Washington, D. C., Aug. 20—The Albert Veer Stock Company concluded one of the most successful of its season at the Liberty Theater, Washington, D. C., with the company's season ended at this point. The company went into the theater in fine style, and its management is planning to present a repertory of plays for several weeks, followed by its regular tours of the country, and Manager Schaefer, of the theater, announced that the company would play here next season.

CAMP GRANT SOLDIER PLAYERS

Herkelr, Mo., Aug. 27—"Sly Purple" was the opening attraction of the Soldiers at Camp Grant last week. The players were well paid, all numbering their roles a lust commendable manner.

WANTED, VIOLIN AND CLARINET

Sept. 1, Violin for First Class. Both must be thoroughly experienced musicians. Yearly contract, $100. About three hours' playing time daily. A. F. R., Box F, Woodruff, Empire Theater, Montgomery, Ala.

CHARLOTTE MAYNE CLAIRE PLAYERS

Man and Woman, Second Business; also two Tenors that do specialties and play small parts. Piano Player, immediate engagement. Write or call for long, pleasant engagement. Sure salary. E. P. NAIS, care Reed Host. York, 8. C.

WANTED FOR PERMANENT MUSICAL COMEDY STOCK

Manager, with experience, would like to join successful company. Addressdro, Clarendon, Ill., or E. C. FAVORITE, Manager, Griffin Theater, 222 E. Fourth, Kansas City, Mo.

Billposters Wanted for Rabbit Foot Minstrel Show

Hono, Wash., Aug. 17—Grace Missin, Missw. M. G. NICHOLSON or F. W. WOLCOTT, Port Gibson, Miss.

WANTED Man for Harris and Young SHELBY


MENTION US, PLEASE—THE BILLBOARD.
IN REPERTOIRE

Communications to Our Cincinnati Offices

LAPORTE PLAYERS

On Final Lap of 1920 Season

Big Business Enjoyed By Popular Repertoire Company—Offer Excellent Line of Bills

Maxfield, O., Aug. 29—Touring Glee for the eighteenth consecutive year, Miss Maxfield Broth- ers, Miss Maxfield, and Miss Loe Porte and Her Players, under the management of Maxfield, last week performed in the best theater in the world, Miss Maxfield, last week in the sight of the whole entertainment world these attractions, Maxfield and The Billboard representative, who when started Miss Maxfield Porte and Her Players are just as popular an organ and never were when the show was presented now is known in the pages of the enten- tainment world as Miss Maxfield Porte and Mrs. Joe McFerry, who are doing the leading, and Miss Porte, who is doing the leading, and Miss Porte, who is doing the leading.

The opening night was "The Girl and the Ring." The main feature attraction was "The Secret Service Girl." The popular Saturday matinee presentation was "Toucan Theatre." The program was a big winning success.

WANTED for GIFFORD-YOUNG CO.
A-1 Leading Man and Small Ingenue With Plenty of Pep

Join on wire. Top salary to people who can deliver the goods. Write or wire. Manitowoc, Wisconsin, week August 23.

WANTED for MAC-TAFF STOCK COMPANY
Leading Man and Woman, General Business People, with Specialities; Piano Player. People in all lines. Write or wire. Pay your wires. I. H. P. T. A. F.

WANTED BOSS CANVASMAN

PERCY'S COMEDIANS WANT QUICK
To Band and orchestra. Tenor, Soprano, double Tenor, Two and Cantor; Agent who knows where to find them. Address Mrs. Percy's Comediants, F. Mech., 592-94, Genesee St., New York, N.Y. C. A. T. A. F.

Wanted General Business Team With Specialities

Good Chamber Music Man and Three Champions who can sing and will take care of us. State your salary. Your reply would be good, capable people. Wire O'KEEFE & DAVIES, Baldwin, Miss.

WANTED UNION CARPENTER

Legal General Business Men, Society Dictators. Join on wire. FRANK WISEMAN, New York, N.Y.

BOURNE DOROTHY REEVES COMPANY
WANTS PARTNER FOR OFFICE

For office in New York, N.Y. Write BOURNE DOROTHY REEVES COMPANY, 218 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y.

WANTED MAC-TAFF PLAYFAIR

The Mac-Taff Stock Company played the Chicago, K.Y. fair very fast last month, and the $2,000,000 business enjoyed at the fair is being doubled during the week and are doing nicely. The company is now on its way to the west coast and will be at all the important shows, the shows to be played in the west coast.

MAG-TAFF PLAYFAIR

WANTED FOR ONE NIGHT STAND DRAMATIC SHOW

Join the best known and most successful show in America. WANTED: Beautie All Around. Address: Mrs. Percy's Comediants, 592-94, Genesee St., New York, N.Y.

WANTED FOR IONA JACOBS

AT LIBERTY SEPT. 4th

Harry F. Miller Texas Comedy Players

WANTED QUICK FOR JACK HUMMEL DENNING'S TRIANGLE PLAYERS


BAIRD MARRIES

Due William Mabe has just announced his marriage to R. F. Meal fuller, which took place at 1 o'clock on September 1st, in the home of the bride and groom. The groom comes from F. W. Mauers, who, at the end of the week, Miss Williams writes that he had a wish to think those performers who answered a recent ad in The Billboard. He states that he got the Miss Maxfield Porte and Her Players, interested in being a new and rare show. The show will play under some other name and open in Boston, then go to New York, New York.

THE BILLBOARD

AUGUST 28, 1920

Hugo Players Can Place A-1 Specialty Team

WANTED

For the Wm. F. Lewis Stock Co., manager of local and western region. A No. 1 man to

WANTED, Piano Player

Heavy man, musician, all instruments. For S. & H. Co. Specialty People. Write quickly, 1000 words description. For next, next, next

WANTED-ASSISTANT FOR REP.

To work with Sargent Bros. Apply at 620 Congress St., Boston, Mass. Know no man's business better.

The Graham Stock Company

WANTED TO BE FIRST PERSON TO SEE 100,000 GALLONS of WINE in one glass!

WANTED Stock, Four Sheets, New York City. Write or wire severely.

OWN-DUGLASS PLAYERS

In Open Season at Elwood, Ind.—Will Play Permanent Stock This Winter

The Owen-Douglass Players will start re- search for their new permanent stock this week. They will open for two weeks and then go into permanent stock. The company was first formed, but Manly Douglass has not yet been engaged. D. E. F. and D. H. Douglass, the manager of the company, has been looking around for the winter season. Miss Lady Pomeroy, the original Miss Douglass, will attend the audience. The stock show, canned, $100,000 worth of musical instruments and Harry Douglass will be played in the Elwood show. When the news has been contracted it will comprise two people. Maud, Owen, Douglass and Miss Lady Pomeroy will take the show. Jack O'Reilly, manager of the Opera house at Elwood, Ind., last week, when the news was reported, said they are playing a most pleasant vacation.

BOWSER SHOW CLOSED

The Bowser Grand Opera House at Elwood, Ind., is closed for the winter season. The opera house was built in 1891 and has been in operation ever since. The Bowser show was closed at the end of the third week.

WORLD RADIO HISTORY

WorldRadioHistory
FREE—Theatre Managers and Singers—FREE BEAUTIFUL SETS OF HAND-COLORED ILLUSTRATED SLIDES OF THE NEW POPULAR SONG HITS

ROSE OF INSIANA

AND

OPTIMISTIC STEP

2 SLIDES TO THE SET AND ONLY A LIMITED SUPPLY, SO SEND IN YOUR REQUEST NOW.

ALSO SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL COPIES, BAND AND ORCHESTRATIONS.

WM. J. SMITH MUSIC CO., Inc., 52 E. 34th St., NEW YORK.
VAUDEVILLE
The Latest News and This Week's Reviews This Week

THE RIVOLI

Million-Dollar House Has Seating Capacity of 3,000—Opening August 19 Is Auspicious

Toledo, Aug. 19.—The Rivoli, Toledo's newest theater, which it is claimed costs $1,000,000, has its opening on Saturday night, August 19, and the business men are looking forward to it with great interest. The theater is located on the main business corridor, and the seating capacity is 3,000. The Rivoli is a favorite with the people of Toledo, and the business men are looking forward to its opening with great interest.

THE OPENING OF THE RIVOLI

Edgar J. Sullivan, Manager of the Orpheum, St. Louis, recalls Old "Ferdinand's Electric" Days

St. Louis, Aug. 19.—An extended article in the St. Louis papers Edward J. Sullivan, manager of the St. Louis Orpheum theater, describes the Rivoli theater and its opening.

EUGENIZE O'NEILL

Edward J. Sullivan, Manager of the Orpheum, St. Louis, recalls Old "Ferdinand's Electric" Days

St. Louis, Aug. 19.—An extended article in the St. Louis papers Edward J. Sullivan, manager of the St. Louis Orpheum theater, describes the Rivoli theater and its opening.

MORE BROADWAY STARS

SARK HAS ANOTHER

New York, Aug. 21.—"Till We Meet Again," the new musical comedy, is playing at the New Amsterdam and will open on August 25.

ALF WILTON'S LAMÉ TO USE A CAN

New York, Aug. 21.—While getting about the would-be-cast, Mr. Alf Wilton, the gifted vaudeville comedian, slipped and fell, breaking his leg. As a result of his injuries, he will remain in bed for a week or more.

READE TO ERECT THEATER

New York, Aug. 19.—Mr. Reade has plans for erecting a theater in the same neighborhood as his present one.

NEW BOOKING AGENCY

Established in Kansas City

Kansas City, Aug. 19.—Mr. A. C. Mclachlan, for many years associated with the vaudeville business in Kansas City, has established a new booking agency in that city. The agency will be known as the "Kansas City Vaudeville Agency." Mr. Mclachlan has been associated with the vaudeville business in Kansas City for many years, and is well known throughout the industry.

MINNEAPOLIS TIMES

"DAVEO" OPENS

Minneapolis, Aug. 21.—"Daveo," the new variety show, opened at the Orpheum theater on Monday night. The show was well received by the audience.

SMALL BUDGETS

FRANCES KENNEDY

To Give Water Carnivals

Chicago, Aug. 21.—Frances Kennedy, vaudeville star, will open at the Rivoli theater on September 8, to give water carnivals in the theater. The show will be a hit with the audience.
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St. Louis, Aug. 19.—An extended article in the St. Louis papers Edward J. Sullivan, manager of the St. Louis Orpheum theater, describes the Rivoli theater and its opening.

UNFAIR ACTION IS ALLEGED BY EARLS

Earls, Aug. 21.—New Orleans, La., recently heard of a threat to the contract which has been going on for some time. The threat was made by the National Association of American Radio Men, which has been trying to get theEarls to sign a contract.
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New York, Aug. 21.—The Will Rogers Opera Company will open in the Rivoli theater on September 8, to give water carnivals in the theater. The show will be a hit with the audience.
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Another Standard Bearer Passes On

Miss Lillian Lewis, 57, died in her home in New York on August 20. She was a well-known vaudeville performer and had been associated with the theater for many years.

NEW YORK TIMES
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This is a historical document from The Billboard, a weekly trade journal covering the entertainment industry, specifically focusing on the vaudeville circuit. The content is from August 26, 1920, and features various articles and advertisements relevant to the era.
CABLES FROM LONDON TOWN
AUGUST 21
BY WESTCOTT

BERNHARDT ANNOUNCES STRICTLY FAREWELL TOUR—ONE WEEK ONLY IN LONDON

CHARLES D. GODCHAUX has undoubtedly ended the season's Attractions in announcing that Sarah Bernhardt will appear in London on several occasions in the course of the coming season. The plays to be produced will be announced shortly. The announcement has been made in London at the request of the London impresario, Mr. Godchaux, who has been洽谈 with Miss Bernhardt for several months. The plays will be produced in the spring of next year, and the season will open on May 9th.

GOCHHAH PRODUCE "HER DANCING MASTER"
During the next few weeks the Gochha-Hamilton Company will produce "Her Dancing Master" at the Grand Theatre, in lieu of "The Living Years." The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall. The new play will be produced in London, and the company will appear in several other cities before the season closes.

THE "PRIDE OF THE FALLS" AT WYNDAH THEATER
Frank C. Towne and J. A. B. Hamilton have arranged for the production of "The Pride of the Falls" at the Wyndham Theatre. The play will be produced in London and New York, and is scheduled for publication in the fall. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

CHARLES HAWTHORNE'S BIG SUCCESS
Charles Hawthorne is about to open a new production of his play "The Old Possum" at the St. James Theatre. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

HAMLIN AND MAGGIE ARRIVE
Hamlin and Maggie arrived at the Aquarium and opened up the season at the Great Western Theatre. The play will be produced in London and New York, and is scheduled for publication in the fall. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

EYEO ACTOR MAKES GOOD
Justus Cross has been selected as the leading actor in the new production of "The Old Possum." The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

LOUIS N. PARKER ON DECEPTIVE STAGES
Frank C. Towne, who is the leading actor in the new production of "The Old Possum," has been selected as the leading actor in the new production of "The Old Possum." The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

MISS FARRER ENGAGED
Miss Farrer, who was selected as the leading actress in the new production of "The Old Possum," has been selected as the leading actress in the new production of "The Old Possum." The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

THE ORANGERIE
A new play by A. D. M. Strother, "The Orangerie," will be produced in London and New York, and is scheduled for publication in the fall. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

GULLIVER AND STOLL DOMINATE THE WEST END
Gulliver and Stoll, who are appearing in the West End, have decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

EYES ON THE FUTURE
How the Franchise is to be handled in the West End of the coming season has been decided by the authorities. It is stated that the publishers are handling matters satisfactorily and that no complaints have been made.

STATED "THE GANGES"
From reading what the press says, it seems that this will be a successful book."

Chorus News

"Chorus News," issued by "Chorus News, Inc.," contains a number of interesting articles and reviews. The news is available at the offices of "Chorus News, Inc.," located at 123 Broadway, New York City. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

Join Film Corporation

Join Film Corporation, located at 123 Broadway, New York City, has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

Join Film Corporation, located at 123 Broadway, New York City, has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

AARON JONES IN NEW YORK
Aaron Jones, who was selected as the leading actor in the new production of "The Orangerie," will be produced in London and New York, and is scheduled for publication in the fall. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

VAUDVILLE NOTES
"The New London," a vaudeville theatre, is about to be opened in the new building on the corner of Broadway and Washington Square. The company has decided to suspend operations until the new season opens in the fall.

The Billboard

August 28, 1920

NEW REGENT THEATRE
At Springfield, O., Opens With Special Gala Performance of the Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn Present

Springfield, O., Aug. 28—Gay Burn has opened the new Regent Theatre with a special gala performance for many of the Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn. The performance was attended by a large number of people, and the theatre was packed with spectators. Gay Burn has been a leading figure in the world of entertainment for many years, and his appearance in Springfield created a great deal of excitement. The Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn had been invited to attend the performance, and they were not disappointed. The Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn are a group of chemists who are devoted to the study of chemistry, and they have been attending Gay Burn's performances for many years. The Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn were not disappointed, and they had a great time at the performance. The Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn are a group of chemists who are devoted to the study of chemistry, and they have been attending Gay Burn's performances for many years. The Chemists' Friends of Gay Burn were not disappointed, and they had a great time at the performance.
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GREAT INTEREST

In Civic Music Orchestra

Last Season's Students of Chicago Organization Want to Enroll Again—Tryout in September

Chicago, Aug. 27—Students from the Civic Music orchestra last season—the orchestra that gave free concerts and heard the music of famous composers—are urging their friends to enroll again in the organization. The orchestra has been in existence three years and has given successful concerts in the Clinical Opera, Orchestra Hall, and at various other places throughout the city. The orchestra has grown rapidly and has been enabled to give free concerts because of the financial support of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra has been in existence three years and has given successful concerts in the Clinical Opera, Orchestra Hall, and at various other places throughout the city. The orchestra has grown rapidly and has been enabled to give free concerts because of the financial support of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

NEW YORK SYMPHONY

To Offer Interesting Series for Young Pupils

New York, Aug. 25—The Saturday afternoon concerts will be given at Carnegie Hall during the season by the New York Symphony Orchestra, Walter Damrosch, conductor, in the "Young People's Concerts." The orchestra will also present the "Young People's Concerts" in the Hebrew Academy, the Free Synagogue, and the New York Pulpit. The concerts will be given on Saturdays, and during the summer months. The concerts will be given on Saturdays, and during the summer months.

GOLDMAN CONCERT BAND

Announces Plans for Next Season

New York, Aug. 25—Under the management of Edgar D. Sloss, the Goldman Concert Band will open its new season in this country next spring. The season opens on the 25th of September, with a concert at Carnegie Hall, and on the 2nd of October, with a concert at the Chicago Auditorium. The season will be successful and the bandsmen are expecting a large audience. The Goldman Concert Band is one of the most successful and popular bands in the country and is always well received.

CONCERT AND OPERA NOTES

Paul Althaus will be heard in concert on August 25 at Whitfield's, 14, 7th Avenue. The concert will be given in the presence of the American Symphony Orchestra. The program will include works by Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, and Brahms. The concert will be conducted by Dr. Paul Althaus, the conductor of the American Symphony Orchestra. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert.

Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas" will be given in concert at the American Symphony Orchestra on September 15. The concert will be given in the presence of the American Symphony Orchestra. The program will include works by Purcell, Handel, and Haydn. The concert will be conducted by Dr. Paul Althaus, the conductor of the American Symphony Orchestra. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert.

A series of concerts will be given by the American Symphony Orchestra in the following cities:

New York, September 15

Philharmonic Hall, New York City, September 15

Philharmonic Hall, New York City, September 15

The concerts will be given in the presence of the American Symphony Orchestra. The program will include works by Purcell, Handel, and Haydn. The concert will be conducted by Dr. Paul Althaus, the conductor of the American Symphony Orchestra. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert.

PHILHARMONIC COURSE

For Washington, D. C.

Washington, D. C., Aug. 25—The course of the Philharmonic Society will be held at the National Conservatory of Music, 1015-17, in the new auditorium of the National Conservatory. The course will be conducted by Dr. Paul Althaus, the conductor of the American Symphony Orchestra. The course will be given in the presence of the American Symphony Orchestra. The course will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert.

PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY OF MUSIC BEING RENOVATED

Philadelphia, Aug. 25—The Academy of Music is being renovated for the season. The Academy has been in existence for twenty years and has given successful concerts in the Philadelphia Academy of Music. The renovation of the Academy will be completed in time for the opening of the season on October 15.

AMERICAN MUSIC

To Be Featured Next Season

Plans are being made by the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra for the season. The orchestra will be conducted by Dr. Paul Althaus, the conductor of the American Symphony Orchestra. The orchestral programs will include works by American composers. The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra will give concerts in the following cities:

New York, September 15

Carnegie Hall, New York City, September 15

Carnegie Hall, New York City, September 15

The concerts will be given in the presence of the American Symphony Orchestra. The program will include works by American composers. The concert will be conducted by Dr. Paul Althaus, the conductor of the American Symphony Orchestra. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert. The concert will be given at the American Symphony Orchestra's first annual concert.
SOUTHERN MELODIES FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH

"EMMA LOU"

The natural hit is sweeping the country from coast to coast.

"TELL ME YOU ARE COMING BACK TO ME"

A beautiful ballad that is now being sung by some of the country's best singers.

"DOWN IN MIAMI ON BISCAYNE BAY"

The greatest Harmony Quartette and Waltz Four of the present age.

"UNDERNEATH THE ROYAL PALM TREES"

"WHEN THE FADDISTS HAVE THEIR WAY"

A great One-Step for the present age.

WANTED AT ONCE, COMPETENT CORNETIST


Consolidated with Gus Hill's National Directory.

OFFICES: 223 West 42nd Street, New York City.

PROFESSIONAL COPIES NOW READY.

JOIN OUR ORCHESTRA CLUB—$1.00 Per Year.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

SOUTHERN MELODIES FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH

From the Sunny South

EMMA LOU

("EVI A LOU")

Tell me you are coming back to me,

When the faddists have their way.

Down in Miami on Biscayne Bay,

When the faddists have their way.

The greatest harmony quartette and waltz four of the present age.

Underneath the royal palm trees,

When the faddists have their way.

The king of all fad songs.

"Tell me you are coming back to me"

Juvenile Duet, sung by Arthur N. Gump, and Jack J. Liddon.

The sinew of FIVE above in TRIPLE HARMONY.


CONCERT NOTES

The F威尔th Theatre will open its new season on September 8th with a concert of modern vocal music.

EMMIETTE JONES

Also appearing is Emmiette Jones, the Canadian soprano who has made a name in the world of opera.

WANTED AT ONCE, COMPETENT CORNETIST
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Burlesque Circuit and Stock Shows
Conducted by Alfred Nelson

American Burlesque Circuit
Olympia Theater, New York City, Week of August 23, 1920

"GROWTH OF MARKET" and their "Hottest Tiptoes Tiptoe in the Tiptoeing" are featured attractions at the Olympia. John M. Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Howard, A. G. Ball, and others are on hand to promote the show.

REVIEW

The opening scene was a palace theater over-laid with billboards and advertising posters. The main feature of the opening scene was a three-tiered orchestra, in which a symphony orchestra played under the direction of a conductor. The orchestra was composed of the best musicians in the city, and the music was of the highest quality.

The main feature of the opening scene was a parade of cars, each representing a different state. The cars were adorned with flags and streamers, and the drivers were dressed in colorful costumes. The parade was led by a group of Shriner candies, which were followed by a group of Shriner cars, each carrying a large float.

Mystery in Disappearance

New York, Aug. 25—It was reported at the Columbia Theater that a Broadway singer who has been missing for several weeks has been found dead in the ladies' room of the theater.

RELEANDEMENTS REPORTS

New York, Aug. 25—The new show at the Columbia Theater is a sensation. It is a musical extravaganza that has been under the direction of famous producers for several weeks. The show features a cast of 100 and is directed by a famous director.

Seen and Heard by Nelly

Len Lesser, manager of the American Burlesque Circuit, was on hand at the Olympic to see the opening of the show. He was impressed with the quality of the production and is looking forward to the future of the circuit.

George W. Gallagher

Reviewing En Tour

New York, Aug. 25—George W. Gallagher, general manager of the American Burlesque Circuit, was on hand at the Olympic to see the opening of the show. He was impressed with the quality of the production and is looking forward to the future of the circuit.

Purchase Coal Mine

New York, Aug. 25—Mr. and Mrs. J. W. A. Chandler, owners of the American Burlesque Circuit, were on hand at the Olympic to see the opening of the show. They were impressed with the quality of the production and are looking forward to the future of the circuit.

Cooper and Wells

New York, Aug. 25—Mr. and Mrs. J. W. A. Chandler, owners of the American Burlesque Circuit, were on hand at the Olympic to see the opening of the show. They were impressed with the quality of the production and are looking forward to the future of the circuit.
THEATRICAL MUTUAL ASSOCIATION

WANTED FOR

G. F. THOMPSON'S NEW HIGH-CLASS PRODUCTION
A TRIP TO MONTE CARLO

WANTED, FIRST-CLASS MEDICINE SHOW

THE BILLBOARD
Hammerstein Starts Great Prohibition Mystery at Opening Performance of “Tickle Me”

GETS MUCH PUBLICITY FOR SHOW

New York, Aug. 29—To the delight of the hundreds of people who attended the opening of the Hammerstein’s first play, “Tickle Me,” at the Longacre Theatre yesterday afternoon, the show was a great success. Following the play, the audience burst into applause and the cast received a standing ovation. The show is scheduled to run for at least eight performances, according to the producers.

Hammerstein, who is known for his successful productions in the past, has once again created a hit with this new play. The story is set in a cabaret during prohibition times and features a cast of characters who are all involved in the underground world of Prohibition. The show is directed by Arthur Hammerstein and produced by the Hammerstein brothers, and is already generating a lot of buzz among the theater-going public.

The cast includes a variety of talent, including some of the top performers in the industry. The show has been well-received by critics and audiences alike, and is expected to run for several weeks.

New York, Aug. 29—The opening night of “Tickle Me” at the Longacre Theatre was a resounding success. The show, produced by Hammerstein, has generated a lot of buzz among the theater-going public. The cast, led by some of the top performers in the industry, delivered a memorable performance that left the audience in awe.

The story is set in a cabaret during prohibition times and features a cast of characters who are all involved in the underground world of Prohibition. The show is directed by Arthur Hammerstein and produced by the Hammerstein brothers, and is already generating a lot of buzz among the theater-going public.
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The story is set in a cabaret during prohibition times and features a cast of characters who are all involved in the underground world of Prohibition. The show is directed by Arthur Hammerstein and produced by the Hammerstein brothers, and is already generating a lot of buzz among the theater-going public.

New York, Aug. 29—The opening night of “Tickle Me” at the Longacre Theatre was a resounding success. The show, produced by Hammerstein, has generated a lot of buzz among the theater-going public. The cast, led by some of the top performers in the industry, delivered a memorable performance that left the audience in awe.

The story is set in a cabaret during prohibition times and features a cast of characters who are all involved in the underground world of Prohibition. The show is directed by Arthur Hammerstein and produced by the Hammerstein brothers, and is already generating a lot of buzz among the theater-going public.
SCHNITZ SEYMOUR WANTS

WANTED—TABLOIDS

ELON B. ZAROW is now recruiting to New York City for the Pushy Tabloid Co. Kids are a very short list with what he has canvassed excellent reputation for boys.

THE STORY OF THE FIRST broadcast of the "Tiger" of G. A. "Pike", Portland, Ore., August 15th and all over the nation. Mr. "Pike" is a well known trade mark of "Chummy Golden Lips". He is a good talker and a good seller. He is a born "Chummy Golden Lips". He is a good talker and a good seller. His voice is well suited with their marks.

A. M. ZAROW has signed up with Fred Hurley to produce and manage one of his shows. He is a well known and respected agent. Los Angeles is his next stop. Hurley is in town in a few days.

THE TABLOID Theatres, at 6th and Madison, are going to give a special stage presentation of the "Tiger". Hurley is managing the show.

WANTED FOR ZAROW'S ENTERPRISES

Musician, talker, and manager for the coming season. Chorus girls, Trame (those doing specialties preferred). Also to hear from good Material girls and older boys. Address: Mr. B. D. ZAROW, 504 Broad St., Springfield, Ohio.

F. M. JONES SUNSHINE GIRLS CO.

WANTED FOR F. M. JONES SUNSHINE GIRLS CO. WITH EMMA-WILSON'S BODY-AT A ROY-HORACE. Write, by post, to 522 Broad St., Springfield, Ohio.

MILT FRANKFORD'S SONG AND DANCE REVUE WITH EMMA-WILSON'S BODY-AT A ROY-HORACE. Write, by post, to 522 Broad St., Springfield, Ohio.

WANTED BY SCHRITZ SEYMOUR—TABLOID HOUSEMEN, LOOK IF YOU WANT TO IN THIS BUSINESS.
Metropolitan Mirth-Melody-Music


HOLLOEY TRUCK COMPANY

BASIL QUEEN.-"Last Indian's Wedding." "Oh Max Jen." "Oh M word." 

WILLIE MUNSTER.-"Creole Mama." "Till the World Fall." 

MILLE LefEH.

"Akeenek." "Aben." 

American Subeiretique Circuit

"Grown Up Babies"

OLLA WOOD.-"Patience." "Stable." 

BOYCE AND BOYCE.-"Have a Heart." 

COLLIERS CARNABY.-"Three Cheers." 

VIOLA BOYCE.-"Sensation." "Regaling Girls." 

MARIO MORACE.-"Amah." "All." "Rogane." 

B. F. KAHN'S UNION SQUARE THEATER-New York City

BARKER'S UNION SQUARE COMPANY

JIMMY WALTERS.-"What a Baby." 

CHARLES G. HAMILTON.-"I'm a Baby." "Baby." 

Ester REED.-"You Ain't No Boy." "Sweetheart." "Daddy's Little Girl." 

MARGO KAHN.—"The Most of Babies." "Shush, Baby." "Tessie Baby." 

West End Morris Returning

At the West End, Boston, Edward a member of the West and Woodbury, and Andy Martin, of Northfield, N.H., will return from two years of stage work. Among the most new addition to the cast will consist of singing and dancing, with West-
NOW READY
EGBERT VAN ALSTYNE'S BIGGEST WALTZ BALLAD SUCCESS

"DON'T BE CROSS WITH ME"
A melody once heard, never forgotten, with a wonderful lyric. A sure encore winner for any act. Natural harmony number for duos, trios and quartets. Orchestrations in all keys.

AND—
DON'T FORGET THE REAL HIT
"SWEETIE O' MINE"
Van Alstyne & Curtis

MUSI~IANS—ATTENTION!
Can You Read Music AS EASY AS You Do THIS PAPER?
If not, my book
How to Read Music At Sight
Will tell you how.
It will improve your reading 100 per cent and teach you the essentials of Harmony at the same time. No matter what instrument. You can read it in two hours. You can LEARN and APPLY its contents within a week. If you play or teach you cannot afford to be without it. No simple child can understand it. Send $1.00 postpaid. Particulars on request.

D. HARRIS, Publisher, 54 E. 33d St., New York City, N. Y.

SONG BOOKS
BEST ON EARTH
TENOR, Soprano and Alto, with Four Parts.
HARMONY, FORTUNATE, and DRAMA
Send for your copy of TRUE SANGUINE PRINTED AND DISTRIBUTED MUSIC CO., 34 W. Washington, Chicago.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MAKE UP YOUR PROGRAM WITHOUT "Why Did You Make Me Mine?"
"It's the Heart That's Calling You"
Write to HARVEY W. PERRSON 155 E. James St., RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

SONG WRITERS
Why not let us make what you have? HISTORICAL HITS & HARMONY, Write Precision 34C Court St. 251, New York City.

"WE'VE GOT IT—NOW YOU GET IT"
"Oh, Those Musical Shoes"

DALBY AND WERNIG
CARLTON! said "to a man with a better bank, a much a better bank, than my suspicion, though he build his house in the woods, I will make a better bed for the same." CARLTON! said "to a man with a better bank, a much a better bank, than my suspicion, though he build his house in the woods, I will make a better bed for the same." CARLTON! said "to a man with a better bank, a much a better bank, than my suspicion, though he build his house in the woods, I will make a better bed for the same."

MUSIC PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS
of anything in Music by any process. Estimates gladly furnished. 42 years experience. Established 1875.

MONEY WRITING SONGS
A successful money manager and musician since a work contract, how to make music pay you. Come and see ours. "The Pickaninny Blues." A Southern Mammy's Love Croon. Send for your copy today! All arrangements ready.

PICKANINNY BLUES
(A SOUTHERN MAMMY'S LOVE CROON)

McKINLEY MUSIC CO.
146 West 45th St., NEW YORK.

THE BIGGEST WALTZ LULLABY IN YEARS!

WORLD RADIO HISTORY
GREAT SONGS FOR GOOD SINGERS

PICKANINNY ROSE
A wonderful piece, full of melody. Good for Single, Double or Quartette. A natural fit

THINK OF ME, LITTLE DADDY
Going higher and better each day. Just the song for you

SAINT LOUIS BLUES
Sung by the country's best singers. Hear it on Columbia Record, No. 24546, as it is sung by Marrin Harris. One of the greatest blues ever written.

YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD MAN DOWN
You are outgrowing without this song. Hear it on the Odeon Record, No. 4118, sung by Mamo Smith. It's a great song and will add to the applause.

LONG GONE
Another Capey Jones or Steamboat 912

ORCHESTRA CLUB. Membership Fee, $1.00. Members receive nothing but hits. Rest of Blues, Novelites and One-Shows.

PACE & HANDY MUSIC CO., Inc., 232 W. 46th St., Pace & Handy Building, New York, N. Y.

MUSICAL MUSINGS
by G. A. ZIEBERG

With the best compliments of the editor-in-chief we shall, from time to time, introduce a few little occasional features in this column—setting that the need for such is very urgent.

Some time ago we joined a certain show (or revue) to play various mazurkas here and there. The leader handed us a score (in triplets) which he played correctly, on written.

The result of course was a pure and unadulterated success. "There's the matter with that part?" asked the leader. "It sounded out of time." "I'm playing it at night" said the man. "Well, it seems to be in the wrong key." "That's because it's a baritone mazurka, the leader said. "Well, I gave you a baritone part! I ought to sound all right."

The result was the same as before. Something was wrong about the part. The man, "I'm sorry in the wrong key." "Sounds alike," says the leader, but I'm sure you can account for it. The part was written in the part, but not be signed written to know any thing about the matter. Another condition has been made upon the sly and said, "The explanation is simple enough. You're trying to play a B-flat instrument on an F-flat instrument, and, of course, it won't work." "That simple is on all intelligent reader knows, that the name, "bottleneck mazurka," is nothing wrong and unaccounting. It is not an F-flat instrument, not as easy for playing the various parts in the part, and was never intended for that purpose—certainly not in how by transporting. The occasional "bottleneck mazurka" in a B-flat instrument, was a simple and plays a part similar in the best part in hand—only it is written in the top line. Much confusion and misunderstanding is caused by the bottleneck mazurka in the part of instrumental mazes in creating this bottle instrument on a plane in F flat." It is not in any way a "bottleneck," and is not adapted to playing bottleneck parts in hand, nor other parts in ear.

THE WEST'S BEST
Down Where the Rio Grande Flows

Hexedman Love Song
Words and Music by ED. GOREL
Published by ED. GOREL, Chicago, Ill.; Stem, San Antonio, Texas
Chicago Address, 4508 South Michigan Avenue.

7 SURE-FIRE PARODIES AND A COMIC MEDLEY, SI
STEIN & MACSTARR, "Abba" 25¢ each.

"THAT CAT STUFFS RECOVERED"

MARGARET FELCH ENGAGED
Popular Cabaret Entertainer at Cincinnati Park

Margaret Felch, who recently left Chicago, where she gained for herself the title of "Goddess of Blues," opened an engagement at Cheever Park, Cincinnati, August 10th, in the cabaret she is claiming round-Trip audience almost altogether, including "La Vida," "Happy's Merry of Love" and others. When in Chicago Miss Felch and "Boy Abe" Park, Cincinnati manager of the Kemper effect. It is most probable that the two will compete in Cincinnati during the remainder of the season. Miss Felch is now appearing in New York.

Daily Enterprise, engaged for the entire season at Cheever Park after her big success of last year, continues her popularity. Miss Felch has appeared at the park for a number of seasons, and her friends are many.

NEIL O'BRIEN MINSTRELS

Supervised entirely, with the Neil O'Brian Minstrels, like the issue of being left out of the hot part. He is singing "Look for Me to Pennsylvania," and takes corner after corner.

JEALOUS BLUES

"Outlook Blues," a new number written by W. Bartram Parnell in collaboration with L. O'Brian and W. Felch, has just been introduced. The future of the song looks promising.

FADDY-HUNT MUSIC COMPANY

The Polly-Blues Music Publishing Company, of Athens, Ga., has a new number, which it

—IT'S ALL AROUND

THAT CAT STEP—THAT CAT STEP

THAT CAT STEP—THAT CAT STEP

THAT CAT STEP—THAT CAT STEP

PUBLISHED BY BELWIN, INC., NEW YORK, N. Y.

COMPILED BY L. BREAU AND R. HENDERSON

SPECIAL DANCE BY ALEXIS KOSLOFF

ORCHESTRATIONS,. . . . . 25c

SONG COPIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30c

WORLD RADIO HISTORY
**A FEW NEW TRIANGLE TUNES**

**READ 'EM AND WEEP**


**CALIFORNIA BLOSSOM**

A Fox-Trot Ballet of unusual charm and merit. A great harmony number and a beginning for an orchestral arrangement. Music by Anton Lada.

Words by Spencer Williams.

**A HUNDRED YEARS AGO**

The Greatest Comedy Song on the Market. All Kinds of Versions and Catch Line Choruses.

**DREAMING BLUES**


**WHEN YOU ARE MINE**

This number will be a hit on its own. Don't have to bring it up. It's a One-Step Song that's different. By Joe Hamilton and Harry Leblanc.

TRIANGLE MUSIC PUB. CO.

145 W. 45th STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

**GREAT DEMAND FOR SONGS!**

To make a success of marketing your own compositions, a book covering all essential points is published. Contains over 200 pages of valuable information. Describes the best and gives an open the doors and make your song known. Published by the song and issued at the cost of one cent.

**THE LEAVES OF THE SHAMROCK**

(Are Shaped Like My Heart) Destined to be a greater song than "Mother Machree." A Ballad Beautiful. Professional and Orchestration Copies Free.

**"HERE, CHICK, CHICK, CHICK!"**

The Greatest March, One-Step, Comedy Novelty Song for Years. Claire, Claire, Claire. Wonderful Melody. Professionally worth your copy. CLEVE S. WELL. His First Ave., Detroit, Michigan.

**ROSE O'ARMS THRU**

New York, Aug. 25—Several songs, the song publisher, will appear in a wasteful engagement with this organization.

**"DIXIE"**

I AM COMING BACK TO YOU)
KISS ME GOOD-BYE
AN ORIENTAL FOX-TROT
SENSATION
MARY (YOU MUST) MARRY ME
THE JONES MUSIC CO., 1547 Broadway, New York

DO YOU COMPOSE SONGS?
If so be sure to secure the services of an expert! An artistic arrangement of your composition may make a difference. I have made hundreds of hit songs for
EUGENE PLAYS ON
Central Theatre Building, Broadway and 17th St., N.Y.C.

MOISTEDIVING
is a virtue, they say—and we modestly refrain from
e.xaggeration.

"The Moan"
is a weird and spooky spellbinder.

"In Babyland"a childhood dreamday reminder.

"I Like To Do It"a Vampy Thrill that's all the rage.

"Oh, My Lady"the serenade romantic of the age.

HENRY BURR
MUSIC CORPORATION
1501 BROADWAY,
N. Y. N.
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The Oklahoma Theater, featuring "The Devil's Jazz Revue," was reviewed at the E. D. Office of The Billboard August 11. The theme was "jazz," and the performers were all jazz musicians. The show was well-received and was a hit with the audience.

THE ORCHID THEATER opened for the run of "The Jungle Revue," featuring the popular "Gershwin" theme. The show was well-received and was a hit with the audience.

The Billboards played in Las Vegas for two days and were very popular. The show was well-received and was a hit with the audience.
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An announcement was made for the "Tale of the Tape." The show was well-received and was a hit with the audience.
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AT THE WINTER GARDEN
Opening Night of "CINDERELLA-ON-BROADWAY"

GEORGE PRICE
Stopped the Show at 11:30 with

SWANEE

T. B. HARMS & FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER

62 West 45th Street,

NEW YORK CITY

See Harry Hanbury, Professional Dept'

Do a little for SWANEE and SWANEE will do a lot for you. Visit our new studies or write for your copy. Double versions and harmony arrangements ready. Orchestrations in every key.

STAGE HANDS
O. A. H. & M. P. E.
Communications to our Cincinnati Office.

J. P. Duller, who for years was in national management at the L. A. office, has resigned and is going into distribute the "Billy Rose" musical. He will be very much missed by his associates at the L. A. office.

Ward Troll, projection expert, is now in charge at the projection and still picture picture machines. He recently succeeded O. A. H., who moved to the Allied Artists Co., with a big membership of the projectionists and some of the stage hands. A big show-cutting where the management was made welcome and there was some food, music and dancing and also. J. P. Duller was made honorary manager of this new E. A. L. L.

Brother Ed King of La Jolla, Calif., is going to join the L. A. office at an early date, as he was in the L. A. office.

Local No. 205 of Denver, Calif., has moved into the T. M. A. Building and has cleared off some three weeks. The big hope of the T. M. A. are not out almost every night in different unions, and the money to put into the T. M. A. fund.

JIMMY HODGES COMPANIES

(Continued from page 1a)

opened Sunday at the Summit Beach Park in "Swingin' Life," presented by this company for the first time. It will be presented next week, when Hodge returns for his final week. The production features the fast and temperate tone over 12 years progressing into adult's division of JEEVES and J. K. Riehm, general manager of the Hodge theaters.

BRIDGING THE ACT

New York, Aug. 26—The Hodge Brothers on Monday, yesterday day cut some of the names of performers who will appear in the new "Swingin' Life," presented by this company, and as he was in the show business for the first time in production, he was alone in the big Milin in London, and two companies will play it as the road in this country this coming season.

SINGERS MAY GET THEATER

New York, Aug. 25—There is a possibility that the Swingin' At The Garden, who are at the Garden last season, may get the first heard at Niagara Falls, which is the last week of the show. The management has been promised by the management of the Garden, which is a powerful organization, that they will have the show at the Garden on September 15.

SLEIGHT FOR MUSICAL COMEDY

New York, Aug. 25—The New York Times has been absolutely sold out at the Palace, announcing the engagement there of "Little Miss Charity," on September 15, in an announcement of the new "Lackawanna," which is the big production of the stage and the orchestra pit fit them better for the purposes of the production. The show is so small that it needs a little more than 600 people.

LASSIE" LEAVING

New York, Aug. 25—"Lassie," who played the first time in the show, will follow to Pittsburgh. A lot of the picture will be given to Pittsburgh. The show next week for the Garden will be the last time for the Garden. The picture will be the last time for the Garden. The show will be presented by the management of the Garden.

Javanese, Australian hit

New York, Aug. 25—"Cleve" Davis received this week from J. and N. K., the Australian manager, to do a composite hit with. This musical comedy in the second week in "Swingin' Life" in the big Milin in London, and two companies will

NEW "HILL" UNIFORMS

New York, Aug. 26—The Hodge Brothers, the L. A. unions, gents, dancing, etc., have made uniforms and costumes for their shows in the big milin in London, and two companies will play it as the road in this country this coming season.

MUSICAL COMEDY NOTES

Vivian Oakland will be in "The Girl in the Green Room." Henry Housby has been redone for the new "Swingin' Life." A man has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life." "Swingin' Life" has been added to the cast of the "Swingin' Life."

HODGES FOLKS GET MARRIED

New York, Aug. 26—The wedding of the Jeeves Hodges coming away, playing at New Jersey, was an accident, as it was announced this time it is in George R. Tymen, a member of the company, and news...
A GREAT COMEDY SONG WITH A LAUGH IN EVERY LINE! WILL FIT ANY SPOT IN YOUR ACT!

You Ought To See Her Now
Professional Copies, double versions, etc., yours for the asking if you are a recognized performer. DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

JACK MILLS, Inc., Music Publishers, - 152 W. 45th St., New York City

SAN FRANCISCO

The Billboard

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. — G. C. Davis has been appointed manager of Symphony shows, for the West Coast, including California, Oregon, Washington and Idaho, and is in the city to-day. Davis has charge of the work of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and its concert subscription campaigns. He is also in charge of the musical work of the San Francisco Opera Association and its concert and subscription programs. Davis was formerly manager of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and is a member of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, and is also the manager of the San Francisco Opera Association and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

A MELODIOS WALTZ

Waltz by R. M. Taylor. A Beautiful, melodic waltz with a sweet, lilting melody. Works well as a dance, and is a very popular tune. The melody is very simple and easy to play, and is a good choice for a beginner. It is suitable for any occasion, and is a great addition to any collection.

SWEET MAMMA

This is a beautiful, melodic waltz with a sweet, lilting melody. Works well as a dance, and is a very popular tune. The melody is very simple and easy to play, and is a good choice for a beginner. It is suitable for any occasion, and is a great addition to any collection.

JAZZIER THAN THE JAZZIEST SOHO

This is a beautiful, melodic waltz with a sweet, lilting melody. Works well as a dance, and is a very popular tune. The melody is very simple and easy to play, and is a good choice for a beginner. It is suitable for any occasion, and is a great addition to any collection.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

DETOJ DELINEATIONS

Charlie Barnet, leading bandman, has been appointed manager of Symphony shows, for the West Coast, including California, Oregon, Washington and Idaho, and is in the city to-day. Barnet has charge of the work of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and its concert subscription campaigns. He is also in charge of the musical work of the San Francisco Opera Association and its concert and subscription programs. Barnet was formerly manager of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and is a member of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, and is also the manager of the San Francisco Opera Association and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

MRS. MATHER, formerly of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, and is a member of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, and is also the manager of the San Francisco Opera Association and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

SHELL AND SEA SHELL NECKLACE SHELL BEADS AND JEWELRY

A. L. JETTICH & COMPANY

SHELL BEADS AND SHELL NECKLACE

WorldRadioHistory
CHAUTAUQUA DEPARTMENT

By FRED HIGH

WATERLOO GETTING BUSY FOR THE CONVENTION

Particulars About Costs and Arrangements for Delegates—Waterloo Trying To Earn Reputation as Iowa's Convention City—The I. L. C. A. Convention Program

Delegates to the International Lyceum and Convention. Messrs. of the world who will be held in Waterloo, Sept. 23 to 28, are making a grand race to reach the city, and arrangements are being made as fast as possible to give them a welcome, and to show them the very best of the city and the convention is all that can be had.

The city is being turned into a show place for the delegates, and has for other matters Henry E. Kistler, W. J. Atkinson and E. S. Kistler. They must have secured the attention of all the convention delegates and visitors alike, who are all looking forward to the convention of the I. L. C. A. that will be held in the city.

The first big work of this convention will be to get the cooperation of the local people, and to make the best of the situation. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of.

The hotel and housing accommodations have also been given attention by the convention. Messrs. of the world who will be held in Waterloo, Sept. 23 to 28, are making a grand race to reach the city, and arrangements are being made as fast as possible to give them a welcome, and to show them the very best of the city and the convention is all that can be had.

The city is being turned into a show place for the delegates, and has for other matters Henry E. Kistler, W. J. Atkinson and E. S. Kistler. They must have secured the attention of all the convention delegates and visitors alike, who are all looking forward to the convention of the I. L. C. A. that will be held in the city.

The first big work of this convention will be to get the cooperation of the local people, and to make the best of the situation. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of. The convention is in the city, and it is to be expected that it will be well attended and well taken care of.
BE A LEADER

I CAN REPRESENT YOU IN CHICAGO, ILL.

WANTED

Male quartet men, lyricum work, all voices; prefer those doubling on instruments and experienced. State all in first letter.

L. O. HUNNTER, 5327 Lake Street, Chicago.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

(Continued from page 9)

Columbia, Ill.

Gala Banquet.

DANIEL BARKER.

PALATINE, IL.

WALTER IVAN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO CIVIC ORCHESTRA

Vera B. BARTLETT.

ELLEN KINSMAN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

MARTHA E. AB

President and Community Review.

Address 1207 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

METROPOLITAN GLASSES CLUB

WILLIAM STERLING.

ELLEN KINSMAN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO CIVIC BUREAU

WILLIAM BATTIS.

FRANKLIN D. MILLER.

CHICAGO, ILL.

MARTHA E. ABT.
MAGIC AND MAGICIANS

Edited by the Chicago Office of The Billboard Where Leaders and News Will Be Graciously Received

Reader will soon be in Tampa to receive his magic Magic and Magician Book, and our Society of Tampa Magic (SOTM) is planning a special meeting as a welcome to him.

Arthur F. Pinner, magician, of the Arthur E. Pinner Company, has been appointed the representative of the new world-wide distribution of magic.

Harry Houdini of Hollywood, N. Y., is an accomplished magician and a philanthropist. Houdini has been in the magic business for over 50 years.

Lawler, Talbot, and Baccus are booking their former friends in South America with their "Mystic and Mystery Tour.

Les and John have decided to tour the Pacific Time, where the magic was always a sensation. They featured their illusion "The Case of the Vanishing.

Prest, the American magician, with a company of ten men, went on the same engagement as Talbot and Baccus. So far as we know, there were no engagements for the coming season.

George H. DeLand's has recently started in on his new and successful "Magic and Mystery" entertainment. George is the "Wizard of the North Country.

Adela Johnson is being managed by the manager of the "American Magician," the presses in the past few weeks have reported that Adela has been in Washington. Adela is coming to New York.

Alexander, the man who knew Europe from August 1st, and left for California some two weeks ago, is said to be in Chicago again.

The new magazine "The Wizard," will make his debut next week. It is said to be the best of a series of pictures dealing with the magic world, and promises to be a welcome addition to any magic library.

Frank Denson is rapidly recovering from his recent illness, and is certainly putting in some work for his health while compiling the American Magic Co. Just as present Frank is baking his "Mystery of the Night Sky," his third volume, which is due out in three months. No, reader, they are newly published.

Morty Cline, is spending his vacation in his home town. Morty was very much bothering with "writings cramp" since signing contracts for "The Magic of the Mind," between Cottle and Herb Brown. We had to tell them of his "illness.

The Atlantian Magic Society, playing the New York State Fair, bought a new lease on its lease. Many of its members have been sorely missed by the absence of Alton, James, and Baccus. A young man, is also an important member of the company.

Denny's new book "Trick or Treat" is coming completion and promises many new innovations that will appeal to all classes of magic. Many new tricks, written specially for the purpose of helping to make magic more interesting.

The special meeting of magicians on Broadway, New York, last week was a success. Many of the magicians who were there said they enjoyed the meeting and hope to see it again.

H. A. Stover has informed "The Billboard" that he has been appointed the representative of the Markham Magic Company in "The Show of a Thousand Wonders," which opens in New York on the 1st of next month. Among the features are "The View," the Master Mind, and the "Miracles of the World."
PHOTO POST CARDS

We make high grade, genuine photographic post cards from your photographs. Make personal, group, scenery, buildings, machinery, or anything else. Send in prints or negatives and we do the work.

We use automatic post card machines of large capacity and turn out huge quantities daily. We use the very highest grade paper, the best inks, and Litho process, produce quickly, efficiently and at low prices.

Photo Post Cards, Business Cards and Missives of a given size less than printing are not only the BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM, but show great to better advantage than any other.

Remember that our prices are MUCH LESS, our product SUPERIOR.

We will appreciate your order and inquiry.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CARD CO.

105 W. 47th St.,
NEW YORK CITY

STAGE DANCING TAUGHT BY WALTER BAKER

formerly dancing master at Capitol Theatre and assistant to Ned Wayburn in Ziegfeld Follies.

Capitol Studio, Inc., 105 E. 64th St., New York City, Cbee 6138.

THEATER WARDROBE TRUNKS

SPECIAL OFFER

Steamer-Sizes for 6 to 8 Costumes, 8 to 12 Costumes, 10 to 14 Costumes. Full Size for 10 to 14 Costumes. Full Size for 10 to 14 Costumes. Full Size for 10 to 14 Costumes.

For your Stage and Playwrights. All American Made. Largest in the Country. Send today for your free copy of the American Luggage Catalogue. Mention us, please—The Billboard.

AMERICAN LUGGAGE COMPANY

142 BROADWAY, near 46th St.

TERRACE GARDEN

CHICAGO'S MOST BEAUTIFUL RESTAURANT THEATER

BOOKING HIGH-CLASS REFINED ATTRACTIONS

Act must be refined and mount up to a standard which will be accepted by the highest class of patrons.

15 of our acts have received the following from prominent newspapers and magazines:
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MOVIES AN ANODYNE

(The Freeman)

Not to like the movies has always seemed to me a kind of silly sentiment. One cannot help but wonder what the masses of people revealed in the ordinary phonodrama, and there can be no doubt that the phonodrama has been, and will be, the staple diet of the masses.

This is the case because of the movies. More than any other form of entertainment, the movies have captured the imagination of the masses. They are the medium through which the masses express their sentiments and their ideals.

To the masses, the movies are a source of comfort and escape. They are a means of escaping from the drudgery of everyday life and of vicariously experiencing the adventures of others.

To the masses, the movies are a source of education. They are a means of learning about the world and its people, and of understanding the complexities of human nature.

To the masses, the movies are a source of inspiration. They are a means of encouraging people to work hard and to achieve their goals.

THE BILLBOARD is for men on all minds. The right man on all minds is for the right man. The right man on all minds is for the right man on all minds.

The right man on all minds is for the right man on all minds. The right man on all minds is for the right man on all minds.

The right man on all minds is for the right man on all minds. The right man on all minds is for the right man on all minds.

The right man on all minds is for the right man on all minds.
WHATS WRONG WITH THE MUSIC BUSINESS?

By E. M. WICKES

The Place of Music in English Education

SIR H. HADROWS PLEA

In a address at the annual meeting of the Manchester School for Girls, held at the Manchester Free School Hall, Dean Ransome, the Principal, made a special plea for the inclusion of music as a properly recognized part of our educational system.

The plea was based on the following considerations:

1. The importance of music as a means of culture and refinement.
2. The necessity of music for the development of the personality.
3. The educational value of music as a means of social integration.
4. The contribution of music to the moral and spiritual growth of the individual.
5. The need for a balanced education, where all subjects are given equal importance.

The plea received a warm response from the audience, who expressed their agreement with the views presented.

JUST OUT

McNALLY'S NO. 6 BULLETIN

Price, One Dollar Pen Copy

1 Original Acts for Male and Female Voice

10 Sure-Fire Parodies on All Kinds of Hysterical Song

No other book has ever been so popular

SUN LED-THE PRINCIPAL AND THE PUPIL

In this new comedy sketch, the principal and pupil struggle to overcome their differences.

In this book, you will find:

- A summary of the plot
- A full script for the performance
- Tips on staging and directing

This book is a must for anyone interested in school dramas.

GRAND BROTHERS, JOIN US!

Let's celebrate together with the greatest hits of all time.

HUNDREDS of fantastic old-time songs and numbers from the golden years of music.

Buy your copy now and join the fun!
DON'T COUNT ON THE BILLBOARD

to take the place of your daily paper or the magazine or the Good Book.

If you haven't read it, you're missing the most dependable information, the most comprehensive scoop of the show world, that you

NEED the Billboard.

* * *

All­new stands. FIFTEEN CENTS.

ONE YEAR, $5.00; SIX MONTHS, $2.75; THREE MONTHS, $1.00.

The Billboard,
Cincinnati.

Please send The Billboard for one year, for which I enclose $1.00.

Name ____________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State __________________

World Radio History
CIRCUS PERFORMERS AND OUTDOOR FREE ACTS

All performers and managers of outdoor free acts and circuses are required to fill out the tickets and payment addresses for publication in the Billboard. This operation is conducted in such a way that the acts may be kept down to dates. Any information in this section should be reported promptly to ROUTE EDITOR.

AGILE AND THE LION (Gymnastics Co.) New York, N. Y.

ALFRENO

A LARGEST ORCHESTRA ACT

At Green (Famous Russian Ballet), case 18, The Billboard, New York, N. Y.

.

NICHOLAS CEFALLO, CAMERON COURT, JAMAICA, L. I.

STREET AND THEATER ACTS

A STEEL HULL OF A MAN

In this week's address: The Billboard, New York, N. Y.

MARVELOUS MELVILLE

AMAZING CIRCUS PERFORMER

At Green (Famous Russian Ballet), case 18, The Billboard, New York, N. Y.
AUGUST 23, 1922

The Billboard

In answering Classified Ads, please mention The Billboard.

(Articles and listings about radio and music industry developments in the United States and Canada.)

(Continued on page 46)
THE RAILROAD PLUNDERBUND

In the public at large the advance of 20 per cent in passenger rates, 15 to 20 per cent in freight rates, and 100 per cent in Pullman charges, granted at the railways by the Interstate Commerce Commission, has produced a widespread impression of new and shocking changes since the Identify Reversed Congress. Without question the public has been given the ultimate issue of this debate in the form of increased charges; but in the distribution of information of the situation to those who are paying for the improvement, the Interstate Commission has been rather sparing in its details. It is at least 160 times correct, and yet the news is not so bad as the public is led to believe by the news media. The public has been accustomed to the idea that passenger rates are being cut, and that this will be paid for by increased rates. But, after the public will feel the increased passenger rates, and the present situation will be a great deal more satisfactory to the public than the news media have been saying. The public may be more benefited by reflecting that whereas the railways employ only 20 per cent of the advance they asserted for, the owners cannot change their demands profitably.

Concessions for Sale

For Sale—Carnival Concession Equipment. Complete with tent, lighting, etc. $140. 2601 W. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Concessions Wanted

For Sale—Carnival Concession Equipment. Complete with tent, lighting, etc. $140. 2601 W. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif.

THEATRICAL EXCHANGE

For Sale—Partial Line of Wardrobe for sale by private sale. Also 200 feet of stage foot. Address: Mr. A. T. Wexler, 2008 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill.

For Sale—Partial Line of Wardrobe for sale by private sale. Also 200 feet of stage foot. Address: Mr. A. T. Wexler, 2008 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill.

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.
EUGENE O’NEILL

By ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT

Behind the writing of each of his plays as "Beyond the Horizon" there is an interesting background. Truth is it came from a fact and a dream. Long ago, a story was told of a man who, when he was running away from the police, met a girl who was up to her ankles in snow and who was crying. Eugene O'Neill is the youngest son of that same man, whom I call "O'Neill."" Beyond the Horizon is his most recent play and it is a masterpiece of the genre. The story is, of course, a dream, but it is a dream that has been translated into a work of art.

Information Wanted

In W: CAS. NO ADV. LESS THAN 20c.

World Radio History

World Radio History

In W: CAS. NO ADV. LESS THAN 20c.

Magical Apparatus

In W: CAS. NO ADV. LESS THAN 20c.

HELP WANTED

In W: CAS. NO ADV. LESS THAN 20c.

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.

(Continued on page 48)
INSIST ON GETTING IT

WHEN YOU ASK FOR THE BILLBOARD AT THE NEWS STAND

Nearly all the small key theatrical papers have gone to 20 cents.
As a result the news-stand operators are cutting them.
The dealer makes six cents clear on the sale of a twenty-cent paper.
This hardly makes it worth while and consequently higher postage he has to pay on The Billboard.
But it is not always sold out when he chooses to be, and, rather than lose money, he will protect himself by raising the price to 25 cents
and firmly on the paper you ask for and accept nothing in its place until you have paid.
We have made a cause to hold the price of The Billboard at 25 cents.
It has not been easy to do,
As a matter of fact it has been very costly.
Also it looked almost silly for a while, especially about a month since—of course, with paper still advancing, a raise in price seemed inevitable, in which event all our efforts and the handsome gift we had incurred in vain, and we would have gotten no credit for holding off as long as we did.
But it has been held now as it will get away with it.
It is not to fall, but there are strong indications that the peak has been reached.
But there is not likely to be no increase in the price per copy.

BUT YOU HAVE TO STAND PAT WITH THE NEWSPAPER 25 CENTS A COPY.

Instead of the Billboard we both lose to the propers.

Now there is an unparalied way of getting the biggest booth, please don't get yourself in business.

FRED.-Here’s your copy, Mr. Jones.

Don’t you want to take a look at the latest issue?

I thought you might be interested in the new musical numbers.

Children’s best Sunday papers.

THE BILLBOARD.—The biggest booth in its class.

The major headlines and financial reports are provided in this issue.

You could also get a free copy of the latest issue or subscribe to the daily edition by writing to the publisher.

In answering classified ads, please mention The Billboard.
MUSIC AT HOME

F. J. KELLY IN "AMERICA"

If music is really to the heart, it must be lived and practised at the heart. Nothing can really take the place of home cultivation; the secret is to observe this in the ordinary lives of the true lover unless he also seek and find music in the family circle, in his home. Just as the hand and voice performance is apt to be a mockery, just as technique without soul is vain, so the most superficial personality becomes a substitute for music in the home is a delusion, the more painful as it is executed. Instead thereof, the fact must be seconded upon that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for we do not from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music studied and continued heard in the home; for so far from outside music being able to take the place of home music, the plain fact is that it assumes the existence of outside music, and in no better, for it is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music heard in the family circle. Music, of course, is not a substitute for music in the home; the plain fact is that the existence of outside music, and the fact brings with it that he should be careful that the outside concert should be considered supplementary to the music stud...
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORMS
CLOSE THURSDAY, 6 P.M.

A large amount of classified advertising copy is received Friday
morning, after the forms have been closed. Even one day late, they must be held for the next week's forms on Thursday.

If you want your advertisement in an early issue and not
discounted, be sure to send copy to reach Cincinnati by Thursday
of each week and not later.

THE BILLBOARD PUBLISHING CO.
WATONG
TOBACCO
A. A. Allen Mfg. Co., 812 N. 10th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Eagar-Cөmbie, 148 W. Market st., New York City.
JOHN BURTON
Cigarette Ma., 300 W. Madison, Chicago, Ill., and 10th Ave. & 10th St., New York City.
TINS
D. M. King & Co., 812 N. 10th St., St. Louis, Mo.
NOSBROOK & CO.
151 Canal st., New York City.
WAVING WAGONS
WHIRLPOOL
Robertson Products Co., Port Huron, Mich.
WILD WEST COSTUMES AND SUPPLIES
Carver E. Childs, Custer, Kansas, Mo.
WHITCOMB
C. D. Capstel, Buffalo, New York City.
WOOD WHEELS
Alex Math, 828 W. 2d st., St. Louis, Mo.
WIRE WORKERS' SUPPLIES

I. L. C. A. CONVENTION
will be held in Waterloo, Iowa, September 12-19
THE BIG LYCEUM, CHAUTAUQUA AND LIST NUMBER OF THE BILLBOARD

Issued Sept. 6 Dated Sept. 11

If you are not a regular subscriber, better order your copy early, as your newpaper may be "sold out" before you get your copy.

THE BILLBOARD PUBLISHING CO.
Publication Office, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branches
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO
KANSAS CITY, PHILADELPHIA

J. J. WYLE & BROS., INC.
410 Market st., St. Louis, Mo., and 175 W. Liberty st., Chicago, Ill.

XLPHOPHONES, MARIMBA, SELLS AND NOVELTIES
J. O. Dwyer, Harcourt and U. Revennskool Park.
WHITE, 4208 W. 26th st., Hartford, Conn.

MAGIC AND MAGICIANS
(Continued from page 31)
and now we see a stream of smoke from this amu-
esy, but they are still valuable and valuable
buses in the show. The show includes
a splendid group of young actors, including
Tom Lane, Helen Van Meter, James O'Farrell and
Charlie Cameron, the latter of whom has
just returned from a European tour. The show
is well organized and well managed, and
the performances are all in the first rate.

New theater that will cost $25,000,000 and
which will accommodate 1,000 persons for
theatrical entertainment will be built at
Lod翡e.

The new structure will be built in accordance with
the plans of Mr. A. G. Wyle, who is the architect of the New Hotel in
Lod翡e.
CIRCUS

Show Wardrobes, Costumes, Uniforms, Trappings, Menus, Requisites, Banners, Etc.

DE MOULIN BROS. & CO.
333 East Main Street, Columbus, Ohio.

THE ECLECTIC SHOW

CARNIVAL TENTS

HEADED EASTWARD

Is John Robinson Circus

Portland, Oregon, Turning Point
For The East—Vancouver
Business Was Disappointing

Business at Vancouver Avenue and 5th is even more disappointing, as it has been for some time past.

George Day and others, better known as George L. Smith, and at the first President, are likely to leave. Their show had not been the same for some time and they were not doing a good business.

August 13 at Portland, Ore., and for the next two weeks, the show was not doing as well as usual.

At 2:30 p.m. the tent was up and the show was ready to go. The last show was on Tuesday and it was not as good.

S. M. Chapman

J. C. GOSS CO.
DETOIT, MICH.

36 Years' Reputation Back of Every Tent

Goss' SHOW

CARNIVAL TENTS

Canal and Second Hand List

E. W. ELECTRIC GENERATING SET

4 Sleeping Cars 1 Stateroom Car 1 Observation Car

Located on the Atlanta, Suitable for Fast Passenger

Southern Iron & Equipment Co., ATLANTA, GA.

CARS—CARS—CARS

SLEEPERS, BARRELS, PRIVATE STATE-ROOMS, Show Rooms, Drawing Rooms. A. A. M. S. MEANS TO THE CITIES.

BENNETT'S ORIGINALS, AURA COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Show Banners, Carnival and Midway Fruits

E. J. HAYDEN & CO., Inc.
216-222 W. Main Street, Louisville, Ky.

The BEST Show Tent House In The World

Side Show Banners, BEAUTIFUL Banners, WONDERFUL Highlights!

External photo treatment

THE BEVERLY CO.

216-222 W. Main Street, Private Letter Boxes

Louisville, Ky.

MALING BANNERS 3 ft.$2.50

PAINTED IN COLORS

COLOR BANNERS

SAMPLER ADV. CO., INC.

CONCESSION TENTS

The BEVERLY CO.

1121-1123 W. Main Street, Private Letter Boxes

Louisville, Ky.

MAIL ORDERS

for Carnivals, Fairs and other announcements filled in two days.

BANNERS FOR MOVIE THEATRES

our specialty.

WANTED MULE RIDERS

With or without Acquaintances.

1121-1123 W. Main Street, Private Letter Boxes

Louisville, Ky.

CONCESSION TENTS

AS LOW AS $25 per week, with a suit of clothes.

ARLINGTON IN CHICAGO

THE BEST Show Tent House In The World

Side Show Banners, BEAUTIFUL Banners, WONDERFUL Highlights!

E. J. HAYDEN & CO., Inc.
216-222 W. Main Street, Private Letter Boxes

Louisville, Ky.
UNDER THE MARQUEE
by CURTIS POLLET

The Biilboa's

FOR SERVICE
U. S. TENTS AND BANNERS
ARE THE BEST
QUICK DELIVERIES NOW
SEND FOR CATALOGUE B. & T.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
217-231 NORTH DESPLAINES STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

C. RUECKERT & CO.

TAYLOR TRUNKS

WORLD RADIO HISTORY

WANTED BILLPOSTER
DAVE JABBETT, Rockford, Illinois
WANTED

Fifteen or Twenty Pullman-Kitchen or Straight Sleepers

Twelve or fourteen sections, sixty to seventy foot. Approximately 80,000 lbs. capacity. Six-Wheel Trucks. Address Responsible, care Billboard, New York, N. Y.

WANTED

Circus People In All Departments

For less crowded and organized foreign circus on the road. Can take a man as to how to work well and a chance for advancement. Also see our use in the A.A. Press.

WANTED--Brigade Agent and Two Billposters

AL HICKS, Gen. Agent, RICE BROS. SHOWS, Decatur, Illinois.

SPARKS CIRCUS WANTS

Two Ticket Collectors, 12 and 13. The manager of the show is in the dressing room.

BELLS-FLUTI CIRCUS

At Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 16th. Manager of No. 5. A youth and a young lady are wanted. All the tickets with the show are lost. The show is a benefit. A benefit for the Colorado Springs. The manager is a young man. The show is a benefit for the Colorado Springs. The show is a benefit for the Colorado Springs. The show is a benefit for the Colorado Springs. The show is a benefit for the Colorado Springs.

GRINER RECOVERS

Montgomery, W. Va., Aug. 28-J.W. Griner, head of the 24th Colored Troops, stationed here, was hailed by a mob yesterday and was shot. The wound is not serious.

THE CORRAL

BY BOB WADY

All right, Chameleons, the folks are looking for you.

A meeting is to be held at M радио, N.Y. for those who are interested in the theatre. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

The district in the north will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

On Monday night the American Show will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

The district in the north will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

On Monday night the American Show will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.
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On Monday night the American Show will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

The district in the north will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

On Monday night the American Show will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

The district in the north will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.

On Monday night the American Show will be represented by the manager of the show. Those who are unable to attend are expected to be here.
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AMUSEMENTS AND PRIVILEGES AT PARKS, PIERS AND BEACHES
WITH ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

ANNUAL BANQUET

Of Riverview Concessionaires

In Gala Event—Members of Association at Popular Chicago Park Outside
Previous Efforts

Chicago, Aug. 17.—President George B. Tamsen
and President Keivon, of the Riverview Concessionaires
Association of the Illinois lake north with a.
Fenden 17, a spectacular and greatly con-
nominated, a lively and friendly group.
Including near one, the Riverview
were present at the annual banquet
at Green River Park.

The evening was the most successful, but at
least interesting as well, in its highest
features. The weather was perfect, the tables
handsomely set, and the food was
sumptuous and simple. Food was furnished by
the Chicago Park Board, and the beer
brought by the C. P. B. at the right.

Guests included the Riverview Concesstionaires,
and Mrs. Johnson, from the hotel in
which the event was held.

Among those honored were the members of the
business from the emergency service.

CHICAGO PARK

AMUSEMENT AND PRIVILEGES

AMUSEMENT AND PRIVILEGES IN CHICAGO PARKS,
PIERS AND BEACHES.

Writhe ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

"CASH IN" WITH WHIRL-O-BALL

The new Automatic "Loop-the-Loop" Game
for all Amusement Places, Most
Dress, Piers, Beaches, Parks, Bath Houses.

Who has ever seen a Whirl-O-Ball? This
automatic nickel collector and
entertainment has a run on of $1
to $10 an hour moderate investment required.

BRANT SPECIALTY CO.
414 East 26th St., Indianapolis, Ind.

High Strikers BARGAINS

FOR SALE

Thompson Scenic Railway Outfit

including cars and track, a large

FIFTEENTH RACING DERBY

Is Inaugural Popular Race New in the Twin Tows

Benedict, Mass., Aug. 17.—The 15

15TH RACING DERBY AT BENEDICT OF

THE FUTURITY

THE HORSE RACE

FOR PARKS, PIERS, BEACHES, FAIRS, CARNIVALS, EXPOSITIONS AND CIRCUSES.

Something entirely new, but a
DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS

A WHIZ

The portable type is built
ON A TRAILER

MACADAY BUILDING CORPORATION
15 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK

ZARRO-UGNER CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

Established over a quarter of a century, ZARRO-UGNER is the most extensive manufacturers of amusement devices in the world. Mechanical Fun House for Amusement Parks—THE FALLS FOREST ON STATIONARY ZARRO-UGNER CONSTRUCTION CO., INC., 837 S. 256, FREDERICK, PA.

WARNING

Purchasers of Riding Devon that House simi-
lar to those on the premises of "THE FALLS" are hereby warned that Peckham, Davis, and others, are the persons in control of the park. The following is a statement of the charges made by Mr. Peckham at this time, and are the terms for admission:

OVER THE FALLS COMPANY (Inc.)

E. J. KILPATRICK, President.

"THE FALLS" IS THE MOST EXTENSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF AMUSEMENT DEVICES IN THE WORLD.

CHESTERS CARNIVAL

The annual carnival, which marks the end
of the popular park season will be held at Chesters, Thursday, Aug. 19, at 8 p.m. and continues until Sunday afternoon. The management plans a number of events and prizes to make the week a memorable one.
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AVIATION

BALLOON RACES

TRANSFERRED FROM INDIANAPOLIS TO CHICAGO—Many Entrants

Chicago, Aug. 29—The national and international balloon-racing season is now in full swing, and the Trans World Air Lines has transferred the races from Indianapolis to Chicago, where the event will be held on August 30.

STELLA JAEOER WITH RAY

The film about Stella Jaeger, which was reviewed in a recent issue of Billboard, is now playing in Chicago.

TO TRY FOR CONTRACTS

Carson, Calif., Aug. 21—Norma Miller, Mechanic, Has Sought Jersey City Contract

Jersey City, Aug. 21—Norma Miller, Mechanic, has sought a contract with the Jersey City contract company, and is now a member of the company's staff.

FITZGERALD'S AMAZING PEAT

New York, Aug. 29—Captain Charles H. Fitzgerald, who has been a prominent figure in the aviation world for many years, has returned to New York from a trip to the east coast, where he has been working on his new project, the Fitzgerald Airship, which is now ready for use.

PERUVIAN AVIATION SCHOOL

Washington, D.C., Aug. 29—The Peruvian government has opened a school for the training of aviators in Lima. The students will be taught the fundamentals of aviation, and will be prepared to take part in international air races.

LANDING FIELD AT PEDROIA

White Plains, Aug. 29—The new field at Pedroia, which will be used for the annual air show, is now open for business. The field is located on the outskirts of the city, and is well suited for the purpose.

PARACHUTES

The parachute company of the United States Air Force has issued a new bulletin regarding the use of parachutes. The bulletin contains instructions on the proper use of parachutes, and is available at all post exchanges.

ICE CREAM SANDWICH WAFFERS

THE LATEST AMUSEMENT RIDE


BIG REDUCTIONS IN PRICES

EFFECTIVE AUG. 21

FOR WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

PLASTER DOLLS AND STATUARY OF ALL KINDS


Pricing New Ready, $28.50 a Hundred

P & P STATUARY CO.

413 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.

ONE-CENT CASH WITH ORDER, BALANCE C. D.

THE WHIP

THE LATEST AMUSEMENT RIDE


CONEY ISLAND CHATTER

By BERN

"He's" is the personification of the Atlantic Ocean, as it is the largest ocean and has the most water. It is also the most dangerous ocean for ships, as it has strong currents and storms. The Atlantic Ocean is divided into the North Atlantic and the South Atlantic, with the International Date Line running through it. The Atlantic Ocean is surrounded by the United States, Canada, Greenland, Iceland, and several other countries. It is also home to many marine animals and plants, including whales, dolphins, and coral reefs.
A Department Devoted to the Musical and Amusement End of Fairs and Expositions

Which, in Conjunction With the Privileges and Concessions, Constitute The Billboard's Chief Concern.

ENTERTAINMENT

At Mississippi State Fair

On Extensive Scale This Year—Prospects Bright, Says Secretary-Marshal Malby

Jackson, Miss., Aug. 2—With the opening date only a month away, it is expected that the Mississippi State Fair will be one of the most extensive and spectacular in the history of the State, as Secretary-Marshal Malby has announced. The fair is scheduled to open August 25 and will continue for ten days.

Government extension workers are pushing the idea of 'Mississippi Day', and the fair has been ordered 'open house', with the result that attendance is expected to be large.

Governor Frye has been in the capital and the Governor's Mansion has been the scene of much activity in connection with the fair.

WODESKY SUCCESSFUL

Chicago, Aug. 1.—J. W. Wodeisky has written the Billboard from Chicago, Ill., saying that his plans for the fair are all worked out, and that he expects a large attendance.

The space for exhibits is nearly all taken, and the space for entertainment is all reserved.

ILLUMINATION AT FAIR

New York, Aug. 2.—The committee in charge of the fair has made arrangements for the illumination of the fair grounds.

WANTED First-Class Merry-Go-Round

Miss. Agent, Tupelo, Miss.

WANTED—Some Good Snappy Midway Shows

Clark County Fair, Nolita, W. Va., Aug. 31-Nov. 1, 2, 3.

WHEATLAND FAIR

Middlesex County, Int., Sept. 9, 10, 11.

EXTENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS

Are Being Made at Plant of Northern Wisconsin State Fair

The Northern Wisconsin State Fair is to be held at West Des Moines, Iowa, and will be one of the largest and most extensive in the history of the State.

The improvements are being made to accommodate the large attendance expected. The fair will be open daily, and the shows will be held from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Cone Department, Cincinnati, Ohio

The French Bros.-Bauer Co.

BIG NORTH MISSISSIPPI FAIR

Tupelo, Miss., Oct. 5-7-8, 1920

WANTED First-Class Merry-Go-Round

Miss. Agent, Tupelo, Miss.

WALTON FAIR

Middlesex County, Int., Sept. 9, 10, 11.

TURNSTILES

Samuel C. A. Murphy, Middletown, Conn.

CIRCUS SEATS FOR SALE OR RENT

To pay one-half of the cost of theatre seats or any other circus seats or any other circus seats that may be available.

CIRCLE SWINGS CHANGED TO CAPTIVE AEROPLANES

The old swings at the fair have been changed to captive aeroplanes, which will be a great attraction.

WANTED FOR COMMUNITY FAIR

GRUNDY COUNTY AGRICULTURAL FAIR


WANTED—Some Good Snappy Midway Shows

Clark County Fair, Nolita, W. Va., Aug. 31-Nov. 1, 2, 3.

M. J. WILKINS, Secretary.
GOGEBIC COUNTY FAIR
IRONWOOD, MICH., SEP. 6 AND 10
OPEN SUN. 'TIL SAT. 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
CROSSMAN & GOURLEY
Ontario Booking Office
Phone, Main S36, TORONTO, ONT.

MUSKOGEE FAIR
WILL TOP LAST YEAR'S RECORD, SAYS SECRETARY

Muskogee, Okla., Aug. 21.—The province that produces the finest cattle in the world is nowleaving its mark in the livestock world, Mrs. E. A. Gourley, who presides a record breaking.

Last year's exhibits set a record of which the Oklahoma Fair Fair is proud.

This year's exhibit will be held at the same time, Oct. 19 and 20, at the same place.

The line story above will be repeated. The exhibit, the showmanship, the variety of exhibits, the number of entries, and the diversity of the exhibits, will all be better than ever.

NATIVITVE'S FIRST FAIR

Bentville, Ala., June 26—Construction work on the new buildings and the new raze for the Heard County Fair Association, of this city, is progressing steadily. The buildings are being constructed in accordance with the regulations of the Fair, and the work will be completed in time for the Fair to open on July 15.

The new fair building, which was only organized a few months ago, has been in progress during the winter months.

NEW FLORIDA FAIR

Hernando, Fla., Aug. 21—G. A. Langford has been elected president of the Steering Committee of the Calhoun County Fair Association, and will be in charge of the committee.

The committee will be in charge of the committee.

The committee will be in charge of the committee.

ERECTING NEW BUILDINGS

Waycross, Ga., Aug. 21—Several large buildings for exhibition purposes, including a poultry and farm museum and five new animal buildings, are under construction on the fair grounds in Waycross, Ga., and will be completed in time for the fair to open on July 15.

F.E. COOK ACTS FOR WINDSOR STATE FAIR

The Wisconsin State Fair stands itself on the high class and excellence of the fair art, and park areas. For the fair to be held at Milwaukee Airport Sept. 29-30, a beautiful setting will be in the park area.

FREE PAPER FOR ALL州 FREE PAPER FOR ALL

Essex County Fair and Farmers' Festival
SEPT. 14 TO 17 INCLUSIVE

Essex Fair and Farmers' Festival

FURTHER DETAILS

Vinton County Fair and Farmers' Festival
SEPT. 14 TO 17 INCLUSIVE
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Essex County Fair and Farmers' Festival
SEPT. 14 TO 17 INCLUSIVE

ESSEX COUNTY FAIR
FIVE DAYS FROM THE 14TH TO THE 19TH
PEABODY, MASS., SEPTEMBER 21-22-23-24-25
WANTED—CAPTIVE BALLOON, RIDES, SHOWS, CONCESSIONS, EXHIBITIONS, ETC. Concession and privileges rates, $5.00 per foot. One-half amount on application. NEXT WEEK AFTER GREATER LYNN FAIR.

This Fair promises big business, being in the center of Peabody, Salem, Beverly, Lynn, and other villages, and only 12 miles from Boston. Apply to E. D. CANN, No. 10 Central Square, Room 17, - LYNN, MASS.

Vinton County Fair and Farmers' Festival
SEPT. 14 TO 17 INCLUSIVE

Can use extra-Capacitated Fair Ribbon and other Rides. All kinds of Shows wanted. Fits chance for good Wild West. Concessionists, write.


LIABILITY INSURANCE
For FAIRS, CARNIBALS, EXHIBITIONS, PARKS, RIDES, CIRCUS
And ALL OTHER AMUSEMENTS

A FEW OF OUR POLICY HOLDERS:
RIVERVIE PYRKE RND WHITE CITY—Chicago
ELECTRIC PRK RND FAIRMOUNT PRK—Kansas City
KENNYWOOD PRK—Pittsburgh
PHILADELPHIA TOUGOGAN GO.—Philadelphia
THEARLE-DUFFIELD FIREWORKS DISPLAY CO.—Chicago
C. W. PARKER—Leavenworth, Kansas
W. H. DERTZEL—Philadelphia
FREDERICK INGERSOLL—Detroit
PRIOR RND CHURCH—Los Angeles

AND SEVERAL HUNDRED OTHERS

FOR RATES, WRITE
SMITH-LAWSON-COAMBS CO.
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
CHICAGO

MEMBER:
NATIONAL OUTDOOR SHOWMEN'S ASSOCIATION

WorldRadioHistory
CONCESSIONAIRES, Get Your Winter’s Bank Roll at the
Knoxville & Chattanooga Fairs
Sept. 27-Oct. 2
October 2-9

Much Fair has contracted wonderful program, including JESTER KIDDEL, Plan CROMER, Scotch Highlanders Band, Big Vanderlyle Free Acts from Robinson’s Attractions, Gordon’s Fireworks and Spectacles, WORLD OF HOME SHOWS, and other big features. Features have bumper crowds and getting big prices. KKessei follows Knoxville State Fair, Chattanooga precedes Atlanta Fair; all short railroad jumps. Wheels at both Fairs are all solid, but can place legitimate Giant Stoves and small Concessions. No restrictions or anything must be on the square. Can also place one or two first-class Lunch Stands at Knoxville.

For further information address
JOSEPH R. CURTIS
313 Broad Street
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

CALEDONIA COUNTY FAIR
ST. JOHNSBURY, VT., SEPT. 14-16, 1920

WANTED—CONCESSIONS for NORTHEAST TEXAS FAIR
—OCT. 25TH TO NOV. 7TH, 1920
If you want to turn up this Fair. Crop never better in the history of Northeast Texas.

F. W. MAOOG, Pittsburg, Texas, Box 260

WANTED—MERRY-GO-ROUND, LEGITIMATE CONCESSIONS AND TWO FREE ACTS FOR BENZIE-LEELANAU FAIR
SEPT. 28-29-30.

Address all communications to GEORGE JOHNSON, Secretary, Empire, Mich.

WANTED FOR HAYWOOD CO. FAIR, OCT. 5-8
Central, Covington, etc. Will spring on the spot.

WASHAKIE DAY, WORLAND, WYOMING, SEPTEMBER 10-11.

WANTED—Your Manager and State Man for the State of Wyoming.

K. E. MOORE, President.
W. B. STARKEY, Vice-President and Atty.
N. H. BLACK, Sec’y-Treas.

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

NORFOLK FAIR!

BIX BIG DAYS—LABOR DAY WEEK—SIX BIG HIGHTS!
SEPTEMBER 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1920

First Fair in twenty years. Will be largest Fair in the East. Population of 600,000 drawn from.

HORSE RACES—AUTO RACES—MOTORCYCLE RACES.

Address all communications to
NORFOLK AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL FAIR ASSOCIATION, 620 Dickson Building, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.
FRANCIS CRAFTON, Manager. Phone Norfolk 21670.
On account of the shortage of print paper only a limited number of these catalogs will be printed. Reserve your copy now.

SEND FOR THIS NEW RICHARDSON CATALOG

Here is the roller skate catalog that rink owners and rink managers are writing for and using. You should have this catalog now. Write for it. Look thru it carefully—read every one of the 32 pages. It contains information essential to your business—it contains reproductions of Richardson’s Skates—the best made—the very same skates that are serving most satisfactorily, because they are correctly designed and strongly made.

For 35 years Rink Owners and Rink Managers have known the simplicity of Richardson Skates and profited by their sturdiness. For the same number of years roller skating has been popular with amateurs and professionals, and they have enjoyed this sport because progressive Rink Owners and Managers have furnished Richardson Skates.

Richardson Ball Bearing Skate Co.

536 LAKE SHORE DRIVE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Richardson Ball Bearing Rink Skate with fiber rollers, white metal finish, pre-shoeing heel straps. This is the skate that cuts repair bills.

Richardson Racing Skates, full nickel finish, wide malleable carriers, specially designed cones, hardened and hand polished, any style roller.
Streetmen, Pitchmen and Fair Workers!

HERE ARE SOME REAL BARGAINS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGER BROS.</td>
<td>75c</td>
<td>Flat Toys, Per Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGER BROS.</td>
<td>75c</td>
<td>Flat Toys, Bulk, 75c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AGENTS WANTED

To sell and demonstrate any SIMPLEX DARNER for foreign work. All the needs of the trade are supplied by SIMPLEX DARNER CO, Dept 28, 55 W. Adams St, Chicago, Illinois.

Amberoid Unbreakable Combs

Singer Bros, Bowery, New York.

PITCHMEN—DEMONSTRATORS

If you have any suggestions for additional products or information, please let me know. I am always happy to help.

WorldRadioHistory
Beads

Look at These BIG SELLERS

No. 3497—Collar of Perfumed Moss Beads, each with 2 oz. of Moss Beads.

No. 3485—Large Chain of Large Moss Beads, with 2 oz. of moss Beads, length.

No. 3471—Large Chain of Glass Beads, 18 inches long.

No. 3460—Moss Beads, 18 inches long.

No. 3453—Medium Length Glass Beads, made of round 1 oz. Glass Beads and

Colored Wood Balls, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3454—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3455—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3456—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3457—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3458—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3459—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3460—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3461—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3462—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3463—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3464—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3465—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3466—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3467—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3468—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3469—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3470—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3471—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3472—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3473—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3474—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3475—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3476—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3477—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3478—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3479—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3480—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3481—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3482—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3483—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3484—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3485—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3486—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3487—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3488—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3489—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3490—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3491—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3492—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3493—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3494—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3495—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3496—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3497—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3498—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3499—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3500—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3501—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3502—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3503—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3504—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3505—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3506—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3507—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3508—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3509—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.

No. 3510—Brilliant Chain of Glass Beads, length, doubled, 18 inches.
PADDLE WHEELS

Stuffed Animals

Jazz Caps

Concessionaires

Sell Beautiful Belgian Art Rugs, 30 x 60

The Billboard August 28, 1920

No. 503-9 IN 1 WHITE STONE CLUSTER RINGS. The biggest selling ring on the market. Highest grade gold filled quality. Absolutely guaranteed to give entire wearing satisfaction. Set with the finest horseguards that can be had.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN
No. 1065—WHITE STONE GYPSY RING set with a double stone and has a hole in the setting which makes it resemble a real diamond ring. Wearing quality absolutely guaranteed and finest-Stunna Gem white stone used. Very big seller.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN
Send for our gold filled ring Catalog. SINGER & YEBLON 25 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK CITY

CRASH!!! ZIPP-P-P-P-P! BURN UP THE AIR WITH A SEISS IMPROVED ROOTER

The noise, howling, howling, how – where to find a better sound? The Seiss Rooter is the only one that can do it, and that Price of $10.00. Old and young buy on sight at 10c each. Fastest selling novelty on market.

THE SEISS ROOTER

Shryock-Todd Motion Co.

Balloons


Big Size Dolls and Peddler's Goods. Our 1920 Catalog is now ready. Send for your copy today and state your business, as we do not send to all persons.

Singer & Todd Motion Co., 503-505 N. 6th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Pipes

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

M.E. CONDON IMPORTS

12 Purl St., Boston, Mass.


Sell Beautiful Belgian Art Rugs, 30 x 60

Whole sale $24.00 per dozen

Retail $3.50 Each

World Radio History
LADIES' BAGS

Per Dozen, $15.00

BEADS

Per Dozen, $5.40

Great Introductory TIRE SALE

FORD SIZES

$11.00

$13.00

$15.00

$17.00

JACOB HOLTZ

121 Good St., New Haven, Conn.

125 Greenwich Ave., New York, N. Y.

125 Seventh Ave., New York City.

All sizes guaranteed 4,000 miles.

GOODY RUBBER CO., Inc.

60 Broadway, New York.

ESTABLISHED 1908.

The World's Largest Importers and Exporters of Rubber Goods for

MORRISON AND COMPANY

Morrison & Company in Boston & Worchester, Mass.

“BARGAIN”

FLOYD "KID" REID

BARGAIN in the Highest Terms

“Slum Hustlers and White Stone Workers”

Here’s a Line of Hoops That Will Be Big Money Makers for You.

“African American leaders and activists”

“Oriental” Chinese Baskets

OUR BASKETS ARE MORE AND MORE

GREAT AMERICAN SHOWS

GREAT GEM SHOW

“KAMPUSKAPS”

A ROLL-EYE WITH THE KIDDIES

LADIES' SILK HANDKERCHIEFS

SILK PILLOW TOPS

THE ONLY INTENSIFIER PROTECTED BY UNITED STATES PATENT
CARNIVALS
AND HIS MAJESTY, THE BEDOUIN

WORTHAM WORLD'S GREATEST
STARTING FAIR ENGAGEMENTS

Mississippi Valley Exposition at Davenport, Ia.,
First in Long List of Events—General Agent
Steve Woods Again Lands "Battle of
Flowers" at San Antonio, Texas

Davenport, Ia., Aug 24.—With customary fa-
miliarity, the C. & A. Wortham World's
Best is now playing at Davenport, Ia., in
one of its finest houses, under the direction of
the General Agent, Steve Woods, who, as is well
known, has been the leader in the management
of the Wortham World's Best for a number of
years, and is the recognized "assistant" to the
chief in his house. The Wortham World's Best
is on a very familiar basis in Davenport, and
the familiar offices are full of business.

WORTHAM'S WORLD'S BEST
FOR SALE; WHIP BEADS!

WORTHAM'S WORLD'S BEST
PLAY BASEBALL PLAYER BOARD SHOWS

J. GEORGE LOOG SHOWS
Play Good Return Engagement in St. Paul

The proof that good entertainment was given
is evident in the fact that the Wortham World's
Best fair is scheduled to open on Monday, Aug
29, with the usual first-class entertainment.
From the opening night the fair was well attended
and the various performances were enjoyed by
the patrons. The fair includes a variety of events
and attractions, including music, magic, and acro-
sobility. The fair is expected to last through
the weekend, providing entertainment for all.

RING TO OPEN MUSEUM?

New York, Aug 24.—There is a rumor about
the Museum of Natural History, which is to
have a "ring" to open the building for the
summer season. It is said that the ring is
either a two-dollar coin or a large key,
which will be used to open the building.

"SUPERIOR MODEL" CARRY-US-ALLS

even discount the beautiful "SPECIAL
MODEL" that have proven so popular in past years. SUPERI-
OR MODELS CARRY-US-ALLS are the latest in
perfection, studded with hundred of gaudy-
edge French Flat trophies and a multitude of
electric lights. C. & A. Wortham says of his
"SUPERIOR MODEL." "The people from the
North and South, we must see its merits, and
as Mr. Wortham says, it is the most beauti-
ful light-fitting machine any manufacturer
ever made one. You should write for spec-
fications for specific delivery."

C. W. PARKER, World's Largest Manufac-
turer Spice Noodles, Leavenworth, Kansas

FOR SALE, WHIP BEADS!

Baker joins Kennedy Shows

Philadelphia, Aug 24.—Best Week in the
Fairly.—The best week in the history of
the C. W. Parker Co. was enjoyed in
Philadelphia, where the company

WORLD SERIES BASE BALL PLAYER BOARD

13TH ANNUAL HOME-COMING, LOVINGTON, ILLINOIS

Munter Brothers

CONCESSION TENTS IN STOCK

CATHOODS AND CATS

GIANT TARBS

Beads!

LEATHER AND WOOL Ring to Open MUSEUM?
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The National Toy Mfg Co.
110 Fifth Ave., New York City
Proposal for a BLOWOUT SALE
You name what you want—every stock in thousands.
Pour out the WAREHOUSE—that's your stock. Merriam, Smith—Mills, etc.
BEACON, INDIAN AND PLAITED BLANKETS
MEXICAN BASKETS
in all sizes.
Muir's Pillow Tops
Our Own Line of DOLLS, TEDDY BEARS, ETC.
Froth Wigs, all combinations; Retail Paper Paddles, all combinations.
We only carry and manufacture Standard Quality Wigs.
Ask any of the boys on the Big Flannel Wagon.
Hook up with a live wire house that knows your wants and will fill your dreams.

MONEY
MONEY BUYER. CASH COMMISSION CANADIAN.
10% commission on all in stock.

DOUGNUT MACHINE
Squad dough, wire baskets, thermometers, mixing bowls, sauce pans. Everything you need. Full line of doughnuts. All new, will get leg up at fairs. Complete set, $100.00.

The BEVERLY Co.
218-220-222 W. Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky
WALTER F. DRIVER.
Vice-President and Manager. Formerly of Chicago.
Fair and Carnival Men!
Get our latest prices and samples.
DOLLS AND NOVELTIES
that are getting big money
Pillow Tops, Fruit Baskets, Chinese Baskets, Paddle Wheels
Everything for concessionaires. PROMPT shipments
All orders filled same day received.

CONCESSIONAIRES
SALESMAN'S OPERATORS' PREMIUM USERS
CANDY WHEEL MEN
FAIR WORKERS
AUBERBACH CHOCOLATES will bring trade your way, because people already know their high quality and reputation—and you can get the AUBERBACH Baskets at lower cost than you would imagine. Build up your business through the national reputation of AUBERBACH Chocolates.

Write at once to Dept. 9 for full particulars and prices.
D. AUBERBACH & SONS,
11th Avenue, 46th to 47th Sts., New York.

DOUGNUT MACHINE
Squad dough, wire baskets, thermometers, mixing bowls, sauce pans. Everything you need. Full line of doughnuts. All new, will get leg up at fairs. Complete set, $100.00.

DOUGNUT MACHINE
Squad dough, wire baskets, thermometers, mixing bowls, sauce pans. Everything you need. Full line of doughnuts. All new, will get leg up at fairs. Complete set, $100.00.

FIRST-CLASS THIRTY OR THIRTY-FIVE CAR CARNIVAL
Wanted
First-Class Thirty or Thirty-Five Car Carnival with any or more Concessions. Pay Valdosta, Ga., October 27 to 30. Five weeks' notice if desired. Fifty thousand attendance expected. First consideration given to fair territories. Send one cent for details. Five to twenty cars to interested parties, use the way. Write to show before engaging unless we know them. Write Mr. E. FRENCH, Chicago.
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Squad dough, wire baskets, thermometers, mixing bowls, sauce pans. Everything you need. Full line of doughnuts. All new, will get leg up at fairs. Complete set, $100.00.
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New Importations in Swiss Watches

TWO OF THE BIGGEST LOW-PRICED BARGAINS EVER OFFERED

MEN'S 6 SIZE, NICKEL FINISH WRIST WATCH

$1.20 EACH

Per Doz. $1.10 Each. $1.00 Each in lots of 100 or more

MEN'S 6 SIZE, OPEN FACE, GOLD FINISH, SWISS WATCH

$1.20 EACH

Per Doz. $1.10 Each. $1.00 Each in lots of 100 or more

SHURE WINNER CATALOG

IT WILL BE Mailed FREE ON YOUR REQUEST TO RECEIVE.

BIG OPPORTUNITY

GIANT JACK KNIFE

Large, polished 4½ inch stainless steel blade, heavy single piece metal handle, over 5 inches long.

B. B. 6083-Same as cut, WITHOUT safety lug.

Per Doz. $3.00. In Gross Lots, Only $3.00 Per Gross

B. B. 6784—Exactly like cut, WITH safety lug.

Per Doz. $3.25. In Gross Lots, Only $3.30 Per Gross

Limited quantity. Don't wait, write your order. No order accepted C.O.D. (Without a 25% deposit).

Look for our other ads in this issue. They will inform you. They are Singer's specialties.

SINGER BROS., Established 1852, 82 Bowery, New York

FAIR WORKERS, CONCESSION WORKERS

HERE IS THE REAL FELT CAP

A real value of assorted, beautiful colors—all with buttons. A real Christmas present for all women and girls. Give direct from us and save money.

Per Gross $8.00. Get Busy.

M. K. BRDUY, (Dept C), 1119-20 S St., Halsted St., Chicago, Ill.

$125 MADE

In one day, the record of "WORLD RADIO HISTORY"! It made a shortwave radio set for the Department of Commerce, including all necessary and proper parts. In British only.

DELUXE SET in metal case...

At 125.00. At this price, the unit is a real beauty. Recent shortwave sets cost upwards of 200.00 at the time of writing. Our set offers the same performance and much more. It is the result of the highest quality materials and workmanship. The most complete set in the market, offering the best of modern shortwave equipment.

S. BOWERS, 17 Loop Ave., New York (formerly Chicago).
BEACON BLANKETS
POLLYANNA DOLLS—TEDDY BEARS
In Stock for IMMEDIATE Shipments
ALUMINUM WARE AND KETTLES
Send for our attractive folder showing complete line of Dolls and Concessionaires supplies

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.

!!!CHEAP JAP WARES!!!
If you are looking for cheap Jap Wares such as Vases, Cup and Saucers, Plates, etc., just give us a trial order.

WE WILL CONVINCE YOU
We Handle CHEAP Jap Wares Only
ONE THIRD DEPOSIT REQUIRED WITH ORDER

Jap-American Trading Co.
335 Market St.
HARRISBURG, PENN.

Watches at Last!

FOR SALE, by Nashville Show and Concessionaires

MONSTER HARVEST AND FALL FESTIVAL

BEACON SHOWS

THE WORLD "TINY" No. 14
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CARBONDALE, PA., BIG LABOR DAY CELEBRATIONS AND OLD HOME WEEK
AUSPICES OF CENTRAL LABOR UNION
SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH
2 SATURDAYS, 7 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS
By PARADE, SENSATIONAL FREE ACTS, STREETS DECORATED AND ILLUMINATE WITH ELECTRIC LIGHTS, SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE, CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILE GIVEN AWAY.
BEANE'S GREATER SHOWS WILL FURNISH ALL THE ATTRACTIONS
WANT
REMEMBER THE DATE, SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH, INCLUSIVE

THE DEAGAN UNA-FON

THE BALLY-HOO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SUPREME

THE BEST VENDING MACHINES FOR OPERATORS

FOR SALE

DRINKS

SUGAR?

FOR SALE

NOTE CUT PRICES

REMEMBER THE DATE, SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH, INCLUSIVE

DOLLS AND DRESSES

$30.00 PER 100

PLAIN, $25.00 PER 100

KEWPIE DRESSES

NEW SLIP-ON OUTFITS

PRICED FOR SALE

PLASTER STATUARY OF REAL MERIT

TRUE SPECIMENS OF THE GENUINE SCULPTOR'S ART SHOWING GLAMOROUS POSES OF DARK-EYED DAMSELS OF SOUTHERN ITALY.

Plaster Statuary of Real Merit

TRUE SPECIMENS OF THE GENUINE SCULPTOR'S ART SHOWING GLAMOROUS POSES OF DARK-EYED DAMSELS OF SOUTHERN ITALY.

THE BALLY-HOO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SUPREME

J. C. DEAGAN, Inc.
Deagan Bldg., 1728 North Ave., CHICAGO

THE BEST VENDING MACHINES FOR OPERATORS

FOR SALE

DRINKS

SUGAR?

FOR SALE

NOTE CUT PRICES

REMEMBER THE DATE, SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH, INCLUSIVE

DOLLS AND DRESSES

$30.00 PER 100

PLAIN, $25.00 PER 100

KEWPIE DRESSES

NEW SLIP-ON OUTFITS

PRICED FOR SALE

PLASTER STATUARY OF REAL MERIT

TRUE SPECIMENS OF THE GENUINE SCULPTOR'S ART SHOWING GLAMOROUS POSES OF DARK-EYED DAMSELS OF SOUTHERN ITALY.

The Billboard
The Billboard

BEACON BLANKETS
POLLYANNA DOLLS—TEDDY BEARS
In Stock for IMMEDIATE Shipments
ALUMINUM WARE AND KETTLES
Send for our attractive folder showing complete line of Dolls and Concessionaires supplies

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North Desplaines Street.

JOHNNY J. JONES' EXPOSITION
AGENTS $1.50
ONLY 20 BOXES a DAY MEANS $17.00 Daily Profit.

LAWYER-LEADER COMBINATION IN DISPLAY CASE
Full size of the famous. Each $3.50. Many at $1.00. Choice goods in all.

BEACON SHOWS

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

FORWものが no. 14

BEACON SHOWS

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

SURE WINNER “TINY” no. 14

BEACON SHOWS

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

COUNCIL OF THE ORDER OF THE UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

BEACON SHOWS

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

BEACON SHOWS

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

BEACON SHOWS

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

BEACON SHOWS
CARBONDALE, PA., BIG LABOR DAY CELEBRATIONS AND OLD HOME WEEK

AUSPICES OF CENTRAL LABOR UNION

SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH
2 SATURDAYS, 7 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS

BIG PARADE, SENSATIONAL FREE ACTS, STREETS DECORATED AND ILLUMINATED WITH ELECTRIC LIGHTS. SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE. CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILE GIVEN AWAY.

BEANE'S GREATER SHOWS WILL FURNISH ALL THE ATTRACTIONS

WANT

White and Frills. Will give you wonderful proposition. Want a few more Shows. Hippodrome or Dog and Pony Show, Ten-in-One, good Athletic Show, Platform Show, and any good money making attractions. This is the best spot in Pennsylvania. The crowds will turn out with plenty of money and willingness to spend it. $2,500 victories expected. We can place a few more good Concessions. Cook Horses still a pet. Ball Carrousel, Shooting Gallery, Country Store, High Bittern, Pitch Till You Win, Grind Shows that can work for ten cents. Want to hear from all kinds of Acts for Hippodromes and One-Ring Circuses. Want Special Agent to go to work at once. Also need good Promoters, see more Sensational Free Acts. Have some great Home Weeks and Fairs to follow. Will stay out all winter, playing East Coast of Florida and Cuba during January and February. Do not write. This is too short. Way of pints Real Poplar 55c.

F. H. BEANE, 1424 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., till August 28th; Then, Box 2, Carbondale, Pa.

REMEMBER THE DATE, SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH, INCLUSIVE

THE DEAGAN UNA-FON

THE BALLY-HOO
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SUPREME

Placed same as Flute, but with one-third the weight, sour, and the size, easily carried. Price one dollar. Write for Catalog P, illustrating and describing latest models.

J. C. DEAGAN, Inc.
Deagan Bldg., 1700 Berdan Ave., CHICAGO

The Best Vending Machines for Operators

Write for particulars.

AD LEE Novelty Co.
4th and 6th, White Aves., CHICAGO.

Midway Shows Wanted

60 by 100, Round End, Push Pole, White Top, three 20-foot middles, almost new, 5-foot side-wall, poles and stakes, complete. A bargain for cash. $850.00. Write, Colored Twine and Clarinet. John on wire. Record HARRY K. MAN, George Mistrelle, Homer, August 25; Garlock, 26; Yama Creek, 27; Norton, 28; all Virginia.

FOR SALE

DRINKS ORANGE LEMON CHERRY LIME GRAPE IN POWDER FORM BEST AND CHEAPEST 30GAI $2.25 COMES WITH COFFEE, TEA, MILK, TEMPLE FORD, KNOX, VERMONT BETTER THAN POWDER

SUGAR? DON'T WORRY ABOUT ITUSE

WE SHIP ALL ORDERS SAME DAY RECEIVED TRY US!

BALL & BALL 543 NORTH DEARBORN CHICAGO, ILL.
BEACON BLANKETS
POLLYANNA DOLLS—TEDDY BEARS
In Stock for IMMEDIATE Shipments
ALUMINUM WARE AND KETTLES
Send for our attractive folder showing complete line of Dolls and Concessionaires supplies

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North Desplaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

JOHNNY J. JONES' EXPOSITION
GOLD MINE at $1.50
This is A
NOT A LUCKY NOVEMBER
GIVE A TRIP TO ANYWHERE
JUST GO TO E. B. DAVIS SOAP CO.
205 Dale St., CHICAGO

MONSTER HARVEST AND FALL FESTIVAL
25c a Day Easy!

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

BEACON SHOWS

SUTURE WINNER "TINY" No. 14

BLUESINGER IN CHICAGO

FOR SALE, My Vaudeville Show and Concessions

BLUESINGER IN CHICAGO

HARRY W. LUSTER
CHICAGO DOLL CO.
118 N. State St.
CHICAGO.
CARBONDALE, PA., BIG LABOR DAY CELEBRATIONS AND OLD HOME WEEK
AUSPICES OF CENTRAL LABOR UNION
SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH
2 SATURDAYS, 7 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS
BIG PARADE, SENSATIONAL FREE ACTS, STREET DECORATED AND ILLUMINATED WITH ELECTRIC LIGHTS, SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE. CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILE GIVEN AWAY.
BEANE'S GREATER SHOWS WILL FURNISH ALL THE ATTRACTIONS

WANT

Want a few more Shows. Ripeparagus or Dog and Pony Show. Ten-In-One, good Athlete Play, Platform Show, and any good money making attraction. This is the best spot in Pennsylvania. The crowds will turn out with plenty of money and willing to spend it. 10,000 visitors expected. We can place a few more good Concessions. Cook House still open. Ball Games, Shooting Gallery, Country Store, High Strikes, Finish Till You Win, Grand Stand that can work for ten cents. Want to hear from all kinds of Acts for Ripe-

AUSPICES OF
LABOR
UNION
SEPTEMBER 4TH TO 11TH
2 SATURDAYS, 7 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS
BIG PARADE, SENSATIONAL FREE ACTS, STREET DECORATED AND ILLUMINATED WITH ELECTRIC LIGHTS, SOMETHING DOING EVERY MINUTE. CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILE GIVEN AWAY.
BEANE'S GREATER SHOWS WILL FURNISH ALL THE ATTRACTIONS
WANT

Want a few more Shows. Ripeparagus or Dog and Pony Show. Ten-In-One, good Athlete Play, Platform Show, and any good money making attraction. This is the best spot in Pennsylvania. The crowds will turn out with plenty of money and willing to spend it. 10,000 visitors expected. We can place a few more good Concessions. Cook House still open. Ball Games, Shooting Gallery, Country Store, High Strikes, Finish Till You Win, Grand Stand that can work for ten cents. Want to hear from all kinds of Acts for Ripe-

THE DEAGAN UNA-FON
THE BALLY-HOOG MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SUPREME
Placed across the stage, but with enough weight, one-tenth the size, there are twenty working figures for Catalog B illustrating and demonstrating latest models.
J. C. DEAGAN, Inc.
120 East Clara Ave., CHICAGO

DOLLS AND DRESSES
$30.00 PER 100
25.00 PER 100
KEWPIE DRESSES
NEW SLIP-ON OUTFITS

Plaster Statuary of Real Merit
TRUE SPECIMENS OF THE GENUINE SCULPTOR'S ART SHOWING CLASSIC POSES OF DARK-EYED DAMSELS OF SOUTHERN ITALY.

THE BEST VENDING MACHINES FOR OPERATORS
Write for catalogue.
D. LEE Novelty Co.
120 S. Wells Ave., CHICAGO

DRINKS
SUGAR?

FOR SALE
One 40 by 100, Round End, French Pole, White Top, three 25-foot middles, almost new, 8-foot side-wall, poles and stakes, complete. A bargain for cash.

FOR SALE
One 40 by 100, Round End, French Pole, White Top, three 25-foot middles, almost new, 8-foot side-wall, poles and stakes, complete. A bargain for cash.

NEW NOVELTY
SKULL CAPS
ROBY, DAVIDSON AND CO., CHICAGO

NOTE CUT PRICES
Our Prices Always The Lowest, Compare These

NOTE CUT PRICES
Our Prices Always The Lowest, Compare These

BALL & BALL 543 NORTH DEARBORN CHICAGO ILL

JOSEPH HAGN CO.
The House of Garden, key holders
231-75 W. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL IL

FOR SALE
One 40 by 100, Round End, French Pole, White Top, three 25-foot middles, almost new, 8-foot side-wall, poles and stakes, complete. A bargain for cash.

FOR SALE
One 40 by 100, Round End, French Pole, White Top, three 25-foot middles, almost new, 8-foot side-wall, poles and stakes, complete. A bargain for cash.
BLANKETS!

BEACON INDIAN BLANKETS
Large stock, best designs.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Full Size, 65c each
BEACON INDIANS, $8.00 each
EMMONDS, NORMANS, DUNHAMS, ETC.,
Assorted, $6.50 each
ELECTRIC-EYED BEARS, COMPOSITION DOLLS, MEXICAN FRUIT BASKETS, LAY-DOWN WHEELS,
SET SPINDLES, HAND STRIKERS, TIP-UPS, GIVE-AWAY CANDY, ETC.

H. C. EVANS & CO.
1528 W. Adams St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

GRAMERCY PRICES GUARANTEED
FOR THE SEASON

Our Wonderful Concession Package is filled with the highest grade
chocolates in beautiful picture box, single box, ready packed.
The 1-lb Concession Box looks like a 1-lb. Packed 3 doz. to case.
The 1-lb Concession Box looks like 1-lb. Packed 5 doz. to case.
SEND TRIAL ORDER NOW. ASK FOR PHOTOGRAPH OF ABOVE.
GRAMERCY CHOCOLATE CO., Inc., 76 Watts St., New York City

Denebeim's

CONES
ORDER NOW
ICE CREAM $3.00 Per Thousand CONES
SEND DEPOSIT WITH ORDER
LOUIS DENEBEIM & SONS, 1224 Oak St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE

The Primo Light and Manufacturing Co. long since legally acquired
the assets, business and good will of the Windhurst Light
Co. The trade is therefore cautioned against certain misleading
and unfair advertisements, stating that the Windhurst Light Co. is
out of business. Address all orders as usual.
THE PRIMO LIGHT and MFG. CO.
3349 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

SUCCESS OF CARNIVAL
PLEASURES GLENBURNIE

Billiards, Aug. 11—Residents of Glenburnie were treated over the success of the annual Glenburnie Carnival recently. Thousands of persons from Baltimore and nearby towns attended.

PANAMA EXPO. SHOWS ROSTER

Following is the official name of the Panama Exposition Society:
J. K. Slade, president; O. L. Farnum, secretary; J. F. Smith, transportation; E. E. Stone, general agent; J. F. Farnum, secretary; J. Farnum, superintendent; Joe Call, animals; Jones Gruber, general agent; Fred Thomas, general agent; Fred Thomas, general agent; Fred Thomas, general agent.

WADE & MAY SNOWS

Postoria, O. In the lead for the Wade & May Snows for the week of August 11. Postoria, O. Filling the role of 'Sirlo, Washington, New York,' O. was chosen. Postoria, O. Washington, New York, and others.

Airplane Swings

Pole vaults, high bar, pole vaults, high bar, pole vaults, high bar. Airplane swings, pole vaults, high bar. Airplane swings, pole vaults, high bar.

We want and never ears. Deal with the old story. If you are not selling, you are not competing.
H. J. HERSKOVITZ
750 W. 33rd St., New York City

WANTED, a practical man who can handle business...

WorldRadioHistory
BE YOUR OWN BOSS

$50 to $100 a week Easy

MAKING

Black & White Photos Direct
ON

Post Cards

FREE SAMPLE

BIG, QUICK, 50% PROFIT

The New

Daydark Camera

SPECIALTY CO.

CANDY FOR CONCESSIONS

BRACH'S CHOCOLATES

CANDY FOR CONCESSIONS

BLACK & WHITE PHOTOS

ON POST CARDS

FREE SAMPLE

NEARLY 500 PHOTOS FREE

MAKING

CONCESSIONAIRES

OUR NEW

LOIS DOLL

IS THE BIGGEST FLASH
ON THE LOT.

PRICES:

$24.00

per dozen

Without wig

$20.00

per dozen

SPECIALTY CO.

90-92 Woonser St.

NEW YORK CITY

WANTED FOR MISSOURI

CONCESSIONS WANTED, ALL KINDS

WANTED FOR MISSOURI

CONCESSIONS WANTED, ALL KINDS

CONCESSIONS WANTED, ALL KINDS

Attention Carnival Men!

We have prepared for your Labor Day wants. Big stock on hand of A-1 Willow and Straw Baskets. Telegraph your orders with deposit.

D. MARNHOUT BASKET CO., 318 Progress St., Pittsburg, Pa.

For Sale
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OLD, WANTED, ETC.
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THE BIGGEST FLASH FOR THE LEAST MONEY

FOR CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS, SALESBOARDS, PITCHMEN

THIRTY DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS. All flashy, all plastic, from 25c to $1.75. Only room to illustrate five here. Grand new idea for Reddies, Pickles, Saleboads, Instantaneous Act. If you don’t already know all the work, send $10.00 for an assorted trial order for just a glimpse of the flash and value of the little VIOLET.

SON TON TEN
Costs you 75c. Store value, $1.60.

PROMPT SERVICE
1-3 DEPOSIT ON C. O. D. ORDERS

Above prices are for 100-box orders, but you can order any amount in your first order at these prices.

E. M. DAVIS PRODUCTS CO., Dept. C-647, 1315-19 Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill.

DOLL WIGS

IN ASSORTED SHADES
$15.00 Per 100 and Up

Including and plus. Special prices to quantity buyers. Sample box 100 squares, 25c deposit with order, balance C. O. D.

A. KOSS

CHICAGO, ILL.

If you are not using my wig, please let me know from you.

ST. MARYS, OHIO, SEPTEMBER 4, 5, 6, 7, Day and Night. Time C100,000 on the

NELSONVILLE, OHIO, ELKS, SEPTEMBER 4, 5, 6, 7, Day and Night.

MARION, OHIO, FAIR, SEPTEMBER 5, 6, 7, 8, Day and Night.

LANCASTER, OHIO, AMERICAN LEGION, One week, Starting SEPTEMBER 5th.

ST. MARYS, OHIO, TEAM STAMPEDE, Sunday, Day and Night.

WANTED—Prime, Choice, Mississippi, Black, White, and Light Hair. In any or all colors. Small orders will be filled, but quantity orders must be for 1,000 pieces or more.

WANTED STOCK LOCATION FOR DRAMATIC STOCK CO.—ROYALTY BILLS

ST. MARYS, OHIO, ELKS, SEPTEMBER 5, 6, 7, 8, Day and Night.

BALLY VICTOR

THE SHIRLEY SUPPLY & MFG. CO. 3200 E. 41St street.

WANTED COLORED PERFORMERS

We want, and pay all performers one for this World’s Show and need and want six more high-class colored entertainers.

RUSSELL BROS. SHOWS AUGUST BURLINGTON, IOWA

WANTED—FOR STOCK SHOW AND FAIR

OCTOBER 3 & 4, BOSTON, MASS.

Three Acts of all kinds, also Comedians. Also a 100-yard Ship show. 125th. W. WEBB, L. & M. 314.
DOLLS WITH DRESSES, $30.00 Per 100

3-Piece Silk Crepe Paper Dresses, $4.00 per doz. $20.00 per 100,
Beauty Girls, With Wig and Dresses, $9.00 per doz. $50.00 per 100,
Movable Arm Dolls, $7.00 per 100

ASSORTED WIGS. GET OUR CATALOG. FREE.

PACINI & BERNI, 2070-2072 Ogden Avenue, CHICAGO

LIVE NUMBERS FOR COMING FAIRS
DON'T BE MISLED

This is positively the only horse supplying Riverpark, Chicago, with plaster dolls.

Use Our 5-Piece Package for CANDY GIVEAWAYS $18.00 per Thousand Boxes
Use Our 7-Piece Package for PRIZE PACKAGES $27.00 per Thousand Boxes
(Put in your own prices; plenty of room.)

Use Our 10-Piece Package for STRAIGHT 10¢ SALES $35.00 per Thousand Boxes

Send 10c Stamps for Samples of All Three Packages.

Terms: Half cash with order, balance C. O. D.

Mr. Candy Concessionaire Use Brer. Rabbit Kisses and Make Some Real Money

Brer. Rabbit Candy Company, Inc. 926-928 Saint Aubin Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

LOOK AT THESE PRICES

FOR LESS MONEY

WANTED LEADING CARNIVAL COMPANY

Play best District Fair in Georgia, October 18 to 22. No small company will fill requirements. Want only best available, carrying full list of attractions and riding devices. This date one of cream of southern territory. Wire, phone or write JAMES GODBOLD, JR., Secretary, Southern Georgia Exposition, Eastman, Georgia.

California Exposition Shows

have open date week of September 15 and 20 for any fair in New York State, Vermont or New Hampshire. For sale—4 x 4 inch Candy Wheel for Midway and Racket Rides. We have 3 Rides and 44 wonderful Shows. Address CALIFORNIA SHOWS, Ogdenburg, N. Y., week Aug. 25; Middlebury, Vt., week 31; Rutland, week Sept. 6.

WANTED FOR COLEY'S GREATER SHOWS

The leading carnival company in the world is the best and biggest company. We are always looking for the best. We will pay the highest prices for any number of class. Address R. W. REYNOLDS, Gen. Delivery, Danville, Ill.

CARNIVAL WANTED

MORRISTOWN, HAMBLIN COUNTY, FAIR

WEEK SEPT. 27.

E. F. TAYLOR, Secretary, Morristown, Tenn.

Wanted to Buy For Cash

SWING, FERRIS WHEEL and WHIP

Must be in top-class condition, and in a box. Also good wagons. Address R. W. REYNOLDS, Gen. Delivery, Danville, Ill.

High Grade Chinese Baskets for Concession Men

Beautifully decorated with Silk Tassels, Jade Beads and Chinese Coins

These Baskets are getting top money wherever used. Price, $1.50 per Set of Five, in quantities of twenty-five or more. $2.50 per Set, in quantities of ten. Immediate delivery guaranteed. Deposit must accompany all orders, balance C. O. D. Positively no Baskets shipped without deposit. A. Koss, 2825-2827 Belmont Ave., Chicago.

Consolidated Doll Company, 160 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

Concession Men—Here is a Brand New Ball Game

THE DIAMOND BOARDS

Now get them quick, as these will go the money for you. Three complete boards only Ten Dollars. Now, don't fail to get started right this fall. Write for complete odds today. Cash must be sent with orders.

WOODRUFF BROS., 380 North Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

WorldRadioHistory
WATCH THEM STEAL THESE TWO

We have added another big Chinese number to our Baskets. CHINESE LAMP SHADES, Made of bamboo and silk. Wonderful flash. As good as Baskets.

Put in a Nest, $6.00 Per Nest.

Get TIN PAILS for your groceries. Here's that for an item! TIN PAILS, Great sale. $4.00 Per Dozen. Ask Hyde, Tisdall, Harmon, Aldrich and others.

SHIPPING CHINESE BASKETS EVERY DAY FROM CHICAGO.

Big stock 14-1NCH MOVABLE ARM DOLLS. $2.50 Per Hundred. BEACH VAMPS, $10.00 Dozen, Etc., Etc.

We play no favorites. Orders filled in rotation.

Remember, no attention paid to order unless at least accompanied by half the amount for deposit.

AT-LAST-A NOVELTY CO.
State 6606

28 SO. DEARBORN STREET,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BILLOARD CALLERS

NEW YORK OFFICE

Richard's, Lower manor mansion, from Chicago.

Edward Attenburg in New York last week in connection with the Children's Bazaar.

Admission, for the American Canadian exhibition. All of the Captains of Industry, the famous George C. Page, publicly present.

Two J. Make, of Grace & Menu leaders of the Chicago Harlequin, of the French "Le Chat," at the Pacific Coast.

James A. E. and the -more popular of the business men attended.

The Cap and Central Figure Calendar is the present in the history of this firm.

Mrs. Attenburg, general representative of the American Poster Advertising Company.

S. S. Paul, association, of Philadelphia, to present in a new national act.

At the plantation of the company and was looking the best of health. The production of many acts at the same time, "Mr. Knapp" by a newspaper man.

Robert M. Pinney, present in the same act.

Miss Paterson, a charmer, who just joined with the New September Calendar to present in the same act.

Miss Paterson, a charmer, who just joined with the New September Calendar to present in the same act.

Miss Paterson, a charmer, who just joined with the New September Calendar to present in the same act.

John, the greatest act in the event.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

Theatres, in New York.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

For appearance in a newspaper act.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

Joining the Best, the greatest act in the event.

JOHN T. MCCABE'S PEERLESS SHOPS,
323 E. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.

CARNIVAL GENERAL AGENT
AT LIBERTY

GRANDSTAND SEATS FOR SALE

7,890 folding seats, used in grandstand at Cardinal Park, St. Louis, Mo., in first-class condition. Can be used for open air pictures or theaters. Price, $10.00.

AGENTS wanted for this ad. Write for man.

SOUTH, ST. LOUIS NATIONAL BASEBALL CLUB,
St. Louis, Missouri.

WANTED QUICK For LABOR DAY

WORLD'S GREATEST DIVING ACT

THE SANICHU GUM CO., INC.
3620-22-24 Cottage Grove Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
Trade Boating Gum Machines—Peanut and Gum Vending Machines of all kinds.

Salesboards from $10.00 to $500.00. Prices 40% less than any House in America.

BALL GUM, Best Quality Only. Case 10,000 Rolls, $25.00. Salesmen, Operators, Jobbers, Write Us.
ROBBERY

RUBIN & CHERRY SHOWS
30 CARS

30 CARS

Unanimously Proclaimed by the Public, the Finest equipped show in America. Quality First Always.

ROBBERY

YORK, N. Y.

RUBIN & CHERRY SHOWS
30 CARS

30 CARS

Unanimously Proclaimed by the Public, the Finest equipped show in America. Quality First Always.

RUBIN & CHERRY SHOWS
30 CARS

30 CARS

Unanimously Proclaimed by the Public, the Finest equipped show in America. Quality First Always.
Prices for AUGUST

**双曲卷发**
- **$16.50** 永久
- **$13.00** 临时

**14-INCH MOVABLE ARMS**
- **$75.00** 每对
- **$55.00** 单对

**Three-Piece Crepe Paper**
- **$7.00** Siege

**IMMEDIATE STOCK** 可以随时发货，包括**G, D.**

**WESTERN DOLL MFG. CO.**
A. J. CO., Pendleton, Ore., Portland, Ore.

**AMERICAN BEAUTY**

**DAVID A. WISE SHOWS**

**SHOWS AND RIDES**

**LEEMON-McCART SHOWS**

**MUSICIANS TO STRENGTHEN BAND**

**J. L. Cronin Shows**

**WANTED**

**SHORTY SUMMERS**
WALTHAM, MASS. SEPTEMBER 9th, 10th and 11th MAIDEN FAIR
SUPPORTED BY THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WANTED—SOCIETY CIRCUS. Will furnish complete outfit. RICH-ClaRUE MUSICAL COMEDY, with good Dancers. Will furnish complete outfit. Plenty of midway space for post money-getting Shows of all kinds. BIG ELI PEREZ WHEEL, "WHIP," "FROG" and "SLOW SWINGS" or any other kind of Half-Springing Riding Tents.
THE FAMOUS SHOWS, INC., have the exclusive for our CONCESSIONS at the principal Midway and new seating space to "See It Again" CIRCUS. Chiefs. Wholly new (see exclusive). All those formerly with the Famous Shows will be given special consideration and first call on the new work. If you mean business, act now soon. Those that sign up for Walhamb Fair will be given first consideration at our other Fairs now booked.
MIKE KORRIS, Manager Shows and Exhibits.

The Billboard

Greater Sheesley Shows CAN PLACE
Two money-getting Shows for our season of FAIRS beginning at
Rochester, New York
MONDAY, SEPT. 6TH
WANTED:
Musicians and Girls for Johnny Kathleen wants Hawaiian Guitarist and Dancers for Sweet
equipped Hawaiian Theater as tour.
Can place legitimate Concessions. Best space at all Fairs.
All address J. M. SHEESLEY, Manager, as per route:
Week August 23rd, Niagara Falls, Ontario.
Week August 30th, Lockport, New York.
Week September 6th, Rochester, N. Y., Fair.
Week September 13th, Titusville, Pa., Fair.
Week September 20th, Allenton, Pa., Fair.
Week September 27th, Tecumseh, N. J., Fair.
SOUTHERN FAIRS TO FOLLOW.

WANTED MINSTREL SHOW
with Band, Avery, String Band, Phillips, Dylko, Happy Cole and Hot Air Williams, etc. Also Independent Shows and Legitimate Concessions. Have El Paso, Sept. 2, 3 and 4; Cheyenne, Sept. 9, 10 and 11, and a string of Oklahoma and Texas Fairs to follow.
MRS. CLARA E. BROWN, Rush Springs, Okla., this week.

WE ARE NOW READY TO SHIP
FAMOUS PRIMO JUMBO BURNER
Immediately by parcel post or otherwise.
SEND US YOUR ORDERS
as we have now facilities to meet the unexpected demand.
PRIMO LIGHT & MFG. CO. 3040 Olive St. St. LOUIS, MO.

WANTED PALMIST
Also west. Best Worker, Young Man to run Memphis; good proposition. All States. Must be neat, clean, neat, and able to work. MRS. LENON, 200 Liberty, New York, New York.

MUSICIANS WANTED

WANTED, SHOW AND CONCESSIONS

WANTED CABARET DANCERS
For one month at Kansas City, John 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. Must be a good dancer. Apply. A. W. CREAS, Meal & Welt Light Shows.

IRELAND'S CHOCOLATES
In Peculiar of Athletic Design for all Purposes and Occasions.

DO YOUR BUSINESS WITH A MAN WHO KNOWS THE NEEDS AND WANTS OF CARNIVAL MEN
A NEW ONE
A DOLL AS WELL AS A NOVELTY
This prettiest doll on the market today. Every doll made as it stands. Dressed as beautiful assortment of silk and mohair dress. Exciting trimmings. Guaranteed unbreakable. Will take vio., or have, prompt shipments, any quantity, 25c deposit; balance C. O. D.
J. MILLER

SHAMROCK SPECIAL
WITH $5.00 PER HUNDRED WITH THREE PIECES DRESSED
Shamrock Special. $22.00 PER 100 without Dress, exclusive of Coat, $2.00 additional. Other Styles... $2.50 Per Hundred
All prices subject to any price adjustments. Terms: One-Third Cash, Balance C. O. D.
SHAMROCK MFG. CO., BURLINGTON, IOWA

SKULL CAPS
EVERY BOY WANTS ONE
Made of felt in colors, 3, 4, 5, 6, short, medium and large. Fits any head.
Well made and serviceable. Special colors or assortments.
Prompt delivery from stock.

Wool Felt, $4.00 Gross; $3.50 Dozen
Wool Mixed, $2.50 Gross; $2.25 Dozen

THE LAWRENCE COUNTY APPLE SHOW
IRONTON, OHIO
WANTING SEPTEMBER 4-ANTED—A few Headquarters Shows of Fruit. Can use Plant. Show has been here before. Can use a few Headquarters. No Trouble. Can use two Wheel and Wheel. Address all communications to HENRY HUNTER, Ironton, Ohio.

WANTED, SMALL SHOW OR CARNIVAL COMPANY
To play at our County Fair, September 9, 10, 11, & 12. Write to:
N. N. BERGHEIM, Secretary, LITTLE FALLS, MINN.

The Lawrence County Apple Show
ZUKOR MAKES SOLEMN PLEDGES

BOTH BY WORD OF MOUTH AND IN WRITING AGREES TO RESPECT RIGHTS OF NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

M. P. THEATER OWNERS OF AMERICA RECOGNIZED AS AN ORGANIZATION
"DARLING MINE"

By MILLIE WYATT, staged by the Cropper Studio, and produced by the Cropper Studio, starring Miss Mary McCall, and końca of Miss Florence Foster Johnson. The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall. The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall.

The plot is about a young girl who is engaged to be married to a young man. Her father, who is a lawyer, is determined to keep her from marrying the man. He succeeds in getting the girl to break off the engagement, but the girl is determined to marry the man. The play is a study of a young girl's determination to be true to her heart and to her own convictions.

Reviewed by MILLIE WYATT

The plot is a study of a young girl's determination to be true to her heart and to her own convictions. The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall.

The story of a young girl who is engaged to be married to a young man. Her father, who is a lawyer, is determined to keep her from marrying the man. He succeeds in getting the girl to break off the engagement, but the girl is determined to marry the man.

The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall. The play is a study of a young girl's determination to be true to her heart and to her own convictions.

Reviewed by MILLIE WYATT

The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall.

The plot is about a young girl who is engaged to be married to a young man. Her father, who is a lawyer, is determined to keep her from marrying the man. He succeeds in getting the girl to break off the engagement, but the girl is determined to marry the man. The play is a study of a young girl's determination to be true to her heart and to her own convictions.

Reviewed by MILLIE WYATT

The plot is about a young girl who is engaged to be married to a young man. Her father, who is a lawyer, is determined to keep her from marrying the man. He succeeds in getting the girl to break off the engagement, but the girl is determined to marry the man.

The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall. The play is a study of a young girl's determination to be true to her heart and to her own convictions.

Reviewed by MILLIE WYATT

The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall.

The plot is about a young girl who is engaged to be married to a young man. Her father, who is a lawyer, is determined to keep her from marrying the man. He succeeds in getting the girl to break off the engagement, but the girl is determined to marry the man. The play is a study of a young girl's determination to be true to her heart and to her own convictions.

Reviewed by MILLIE WYATT

The play is presented at the Cropper Studio, and is under the direction of Miss Mary McCall.
The French department store, which is the largest in the world, has an area of over 10 million square feet. It is more than twice the size of the Eiffel Tower. The store is known for its luxury goods and high-end fashion brands. The interior features a vast selection of clothing, home decor, and accessories, as well as several restaurants and cafes. The store is popular among tourists and locals alike. The building itself is a landmark of Paris, and it is known for its architectural beauty and grandeur. The store's history dates back to the 19th century, and it has been a symbol of French couture ever since its inception. The store continues to be a hub of luxury shopping and remains a must-visit destination for anyone visiting Paris.
NEW CENSORSHIP BILL PLANNED FOR MISSOURI

Organizing Committee Plots Future of the Censorship Bill

Washington, D.C., Aug. 24.—The organizing committee of the Missouri State Censorship Bill has completed the draft of a bill which they claim will be the model of censorship legislation for the state. The bill is designed to prevent the publication of material considered objectionable by the state authorities.

The committee has been working for several months, and they claim that the bill is a just and reasonable measure for the protection of the public welfare.

ORGANIZING IN MISSISSIPPI

Jackson, Miss., Aug. 24.—The old-line Radio Network is fighting the "Sundown Law" battle all over again and this time it is fighting to save the liberal and friendly atmosphere that has been established. It is fighting against everything except meritorious entertainment, such as news, which has been banned before the court, and even the Vesper Club has threatened to use the spectacles if they cannot get a good time in the present season, which climax the line down right.

Permitting announcements and reaffirmation on Sunday will be a big thing for these enterprises in the town, which is on the table of the Committee.

MERRITTS SPEAKS

At Louisiana Meeting—New Officers Elected

The convention of the Motion Picture Theaters Owners of Louisiana, held at the Hotel Astor, New Orleans, on Wednesday, August 22 and 23, was attended by over fifty members. The meeting opened with a roll call of the officers and all the activities of the Motion Picture Theaters Owners of Louisiana were presented for the members of the organization and the annual report of the secretary-treasurer was read. The motion picture business in Louisiana is increasing and the motion picture owners are making every effort to keep it up.

NEW DEPARTMENT FOR HOKKINON

Small show exhibitors will be benefited by a new plan developed by the Motion Picture Distributing Corporation, who plan to devote special attention to their public and the care of their customers. The plan is to have all employees shipping only perfect prints to the exhibitors. Some of the most prominent small show exhibitors of the city have signed up with Motion Picture Distributing Corporation, where this plan will make a great difference in the business.

CRITERION CHANGES

"Hammer," the Criterion production, based on Fannie Hurst's story of the same name, will be the feature film attraction at the Criterion Theater, New York, for the week beginning Aug. 23, after playing twelve weeks at the Criterion Theater in New York. The film is a popular favorite and has been described as "not to be missed by the public and the public are all interested."

Under the new method of distribution, the prints of "Hammer" are going to be printed on a special basis and will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed. The prints will be sent out as soon as the prints are completed.
**CARNIVAL AND CIRCUS NEWS**

**MRS. WARREN LEWIS PASSES**

Walt Well Known in Carnival Circles as Elizabeth Hampton

Another player woman of nevertheless great construction, when Mr. Warren Lewis, of the 29th Street Tonopah, Wash., went to his home in Los Angeles, found, to his surprise, that he was the mother of Elizabeth Hampton. Hampton, was born in Los Angeles, and was the first woman to join the Lewis family. She was married to Mr. Lewis in 1879, and they have been living in Los Angeles ever since.

Mr. Lewis will have a memorial service held for her, according to the wishes of the family. The service will be held at the home of Mr. Lewis, 29th Street, Los Angeles, on Sunday, August 25th.

A few years ago the family of Warren Lewis, well-known and successful conductor of the Tonopah, where they resided for a few years, came to Los Angeles.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis, with their children, were the last to visit Los Angeles, and they have been living in Los Angeles ever since.

**DUTCH CLARK DROWNS**

Grand Rapids, Mich., Aug. 22—Dr. (Clifford) Tenney, of the Dutch Clark Show, was drown...
WANTED FOR K. G. BARKOOT SHOWS

COLORED PERFORMERS FOR MINESTREL SHOW. CAN USE Piano Player, Cornet and Bass for Jazz Band. Write Percy Saunders. CAN USE WALTZ DANCERS. Musicians wanted to enlarge Paul Churchill's Band. drums, cornet and Baritone. Write. There is room here for a few GOOD CLARINET CONDUCTORS. Everything open to any and Candy Wonders. West August 28, Clinton County Fair, Franklin, Ind. Day and night, August 27. Portland, Ind. Fair 10 MI. Week. Sept. 5, Marion, Ind. Big Oak Week.

WURLITZER
Military Bands
For Skating Rinks
No. 126
Played With Paper Dolls
1 to 10 Selections Without Attention.
(Watte For Booklet)
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co.,
South Tonawanda, New York

Two Lady Agents Wanted
FOR SALE

SACCHARINE
FELT STRENGTH
65c. per box
IN BOXES OF 12 Doz.

Hanna Free Fair
SEPTEMBER 24TH AND 25TH

SHOWS and CONCESSIONS WANTED

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA, SEPT. 6 TO 11

Six big days and six big nights. This will be the biggest fair ever held in West Virginia. Conditions are perfect. Money is plentiful. The people who can afford to buy love to buy, and all go to it by the ten thousand. WILL MAKE EXTREMELY ATTRACTION. Elusive arrangements with any of the above Concessions joining me at Wheeling. Can play any whole week if one. Write for immediate reply or come to the fair.

HARRY WITT, WITT'S WORLD'S FAMOUS SHOWS, Toronto, Can.
DOLL DRESSES

$5.00 PER 100 FOR
VEry GOOD DRESS
A Better Dress at $4.00 Per 100.

BADGER TOY CO., Telephone X. ymarket 4524.

MIDGET HOLE BOARDS

WANTED FOR PAULDING, O., FAIR

SCOTT COUNTY FAIR

WANTED INDEPENDENT SHOWS

SANDWICH FAIR ASSOCIATION

MADISON COUNTY FAIR ASSOCIATION

WANTED—CONCESSIONS—WANTED ISABEL, OKLA., FREE FAIR

KANSAS CITY FAIR—SEPTEMBER 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.

WANTED FOR GREAT SHOWS

WANTED FOR ROCCO & CAMPBELL'S GREAT SHOWS

THE BILLBOARD

AUGUST 28, 1920

WHEEL MEN WANTED FOR DETROIT, MICHIGAN, STATE FAIR

and other good ones to follow. Whitie, Bauley Murphy, Roy Green, Chess Taylor and others that have been with me, wire. ARTHUR BEARD, Charlestone Hotel, Detroit, Mich.

LORAIN COUNTY DAY AND NIGHT FAIR

RHINELANDER DAY AND NIGHT FAIR

WANTED—CLEAN SHOWS, RIDES AND CONCESSIONS. Address ARTHUR TAYLOR, Secretary, Rhinelander, Wis.

ROSELL GREATER SHOWS

WANTED FOR AGRICULTURAL FAIR and CHAUTAUQUA COMBINED

THE GREAT CHESTER FAIR, WEST CHESTER, PA.

August 15-Sept. 2, 3, 4. Five days and five nights. Can place any legitimate Concessionaires, no exclusives. Also Ball Games, Tim Types, Novelties. Address LAW COUNO, Hackettville, N. D.

WANTED FOR ROCCO & CAMPBELL'S GREAT SHOWS

Will give Merry-Go-Round special treatment. Lester Stake, wires and quick. WANTED—One more Show to feature, such as Dog and Pony. Can place one more Midget Show WANTED—Stage Manager and one more Team for Minstrel. Top salary. Can place Piano Player, Tray Drummer, Floor Manager and any Boys for Concessions. Cotton Milk, condensed milk preferred. Can put on a show of any kind for his Two-in-One. Would one more Wrestler for Athletic Show. Concessions of all kinds, some go. WANT TO BUY—One more Wagner Cast. One good cast only 40$10. Top price. Must be in good condition. We are prepared to bid for the Chickens, we are already there and picking the best spots, with a long list of Fairies. Fair Secretaries and Committee, address Dan Mahoney, Gem, Asst. All other addresses Marlin, N. C. week August 28; Mepham, N. C. week August 28.

CO. T. ROCCO, Manager.
WANTED FOR GLOVERSVILLE, NEW YORK, FAIR AUG 30TH TO SEPT. 4TH

Six big days and nights. Playing to five of the biggest still drive to New York State. WANTED—Chautauqua of all kinds. All Stock Teams open. June Band, Frankfurter Stand, Ice Cream and Easter Stand open.

maply: Take Notice—We will furnish tickets to reat shapln. Can place Pantomime, Wrestling and Oriental Shows; also Musical Comedy Shows. Let me know what you have to offer. Want Ride Show People for our Twenty-in-One. Pay top address. Best of treatment. Have five big Fair—Hartford and Gloversville, N. Y. and these more to follow. No time to write. Wire at once to PERRY & GORMAN, Rockwell Hotel, Glens Falls, N. Y. or 1547 Broadway, New York City. Phone Bryant 5514.

WANTED—Hartford Fair LABOR DAY FAIR, SEPT. 6-10, NIGHT AND DAY

Biggest Fair in the East. 100,000 people opening day. WANTED—Whip, Frolic, Aeroplane Ride, Over-the-Falls and Shows of all descriptions on percentage. Wire or write PERRY & GORMAN, Rockwell Hotel, Glens Falls, N. Y., or 1547 Broadway, NEW YORK, N. Y.

WANTED for GREAT MINEOLA FAIR LONG ISLAND, N. Y., SEPTEMBER 21-25

Concessions and Julie Privilege open. Frankfurter Privilege open. Want Derby or Over the Top and Concessions of all descriptions. No exclusive. Two big Fairs to follow. Wire or write till August 27th. PERRY & GORMAN Rockwell Hotel, GLENS FALLS, N. Y., 1547 Broadway, NEW YORK, N. Y.

N. E. ARK. FAIR PARAGOULD, ARK. OCT. 19-23, 1920

[Details about the fair and possible availability of tickets]
SWISS WARBLERS

LIMITED QUANTITY
ON HAND

ORDER TODAY

SPECIAL

LOW PRICE

SPECIAL

PRICE PER THOUSAND, $5.50

SWISS WARBLERS

LIMITED QUANTITY ON HAND

THE SMITH GREATER SHOWS

WANT ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR CASH, VARIOUS
SHOWS

SINGER BROTHERS

AND SONS COMPANY

2808 W. ALABAMA ST.

H. A. WISE SHOWS

161 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

CABARET DANCERS, CONCESSION AGENTS

WANTED

TWO CIRCUS BILLPOSTERS

To join quick. Top salary. Will stand transportation if not too far away.

Address E. H. JONES, 519 Glennwood Street, Warren, Pa., August 27.

GREAT WHITE WAY SHOWS

The Smith Greater Shows

WANT SHOES AND Attractions for twelve weeks of Virginia and Georgia Fairs.

Write for CATALOGUE on parade acts. teas for Carsons' Band, Tuba, Police. Alto. Workmen in all departments. Endford, Va. This week; Marion, Va., next week.

RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS WANTS

Feature Acts, all kinds strong, acts, Act Show. Write for catalogue on parade acts for Fairgrounds Band, Tuba, Police. Alto. Workmen in all departments. Endford, Va. This week; Marion, Va., next week.

WANTED

TWO CIRCUS BILLPOSTERS

To join quick. Top salary. Will stand transportation if not too far away.

Address E. H. JONES, 519 Glennwood Street, Warren, Pa., August 27.

GREAT WHITE WAY SHOWS

WANT SHOES AND Attractions for twelve weeks of Virginia and Georgia Fairs.

Write for CATALOGUE on parade acts. teas for Carsons' Band, Tuba, Police. Alto. Workmen in all departments. Endford, Va. This week; Marion, Va., next week.

RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS WANTS

Feature Acts, all kinds strong, acts, Act Show. Write for catalogue on parade acts for Fairgrounds Band, Tuba, Police. Alto. Workmen in all departments. Endford, Va. This week; Marion, Va., next week.

WANTED

TWO CIRCUS BILLPOSTERS

To join quick. Top salary. Will stand transportation if not too far away.

Address E. H. JONES, 519 Glennwood Street, Warren, Pa., August 27.
BIG TOM
KING OF WAMPUS CATS
REMEMBER
There is nothing else just like it. If you have
bought it, the same. Don't get disgusted. Get
a BIG TOM. Can be set to be knocked off or
to stand, making it look like "A Close One
That Time!"
Price, $10.00
Each with full instructions on how to use.

20-INCH OLD RELIABLE WAMPUS CATS, set of four, one each, Black, Grey, Maltese and Red. Price, $20 per set.
All our Ball Games are made of 12-oz. Double Fill Army Duck, sewed and stuffed, to give extra good wear, mounted on maple blocks which have metal coatings attached. This feature is our own original.
We require a deposit of one-half on all orders. Orders received by noon, shipped same day.

ECK & CO., - 125 E. 12th St., Cincinnati, O.

A NEW FLASH BOX FOR CANDY
WHEELS—"THE WINNER"
The flashiest business getter in the market.
We know by experience what you want and
we cater to your needs. A package that will
knock your eye out! Prompt delivery throughout the season. Let us show you
what it looks like—Write today!

Hammock, Inc., Box 972, New Orleans, La.

H. W. CAMPBELL'S UNITED SHOWS
WANTS ONE MORE GOOD SHOW
ALL CONCESSIONS OPEN. ALL WHEELS OPEN
WANT Train Master and Let Superintendent, one that can locate
tracks; Potem Teamsters; Workingmen; Colored Performers
and Management. Whiteface, White Cat; Good Grid Show
Manager. H. W. CAMPBELL, Manager.
ROUTE—Independence, Mo., Fair, week Aug. 26; then follow Illinois,
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, Oklahoma; Ada, Okla.; Arkansas, Okla.; Wichita
Falls, Tex.; Burkburnett, Tex. All fares.

Concessionaires Wanted
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY FAIR
SEPT. 22nd TO 25th, INCLUSIVE
Booths built. Everything furnished. Pacific Fleet will be at anchor
in San Diego Harbor. Tourist Season at its height.
W. E. BENDOVICH, Mgr., P. O. Box 344,
San Diego, Calif.

CONCESSION AGENTS WANTED
Men for High Striker, Pitch Till Win, Soft Drinks, Ball Game. Good
spending for man and wife. Join on wire.
S. WESLEY, one Joffrey's Exposition Shows, McLeans, Kansas.

WANTED, CIRCUS BILL POSTERS
Long season. Berries, P. P. BRANSON, Atlanta, Sept. 1; Coldwater, S. Dalton,
Memphis, t2 all Georgia; Piedmont, Ala.; Assumption, V. Rhodes Royal Circuses.

LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS
WANTS COLORED PERFORMERS
Top salaries paid. Shine Davies, come on. Good preposition for trained. fun house or any kind of lily show. Will play Oriental show with your own outfit; you must have four dancers or
more. Concessions of all kinds, come on. Address all mail to
HERMAN ARONSON, El Paso, Texas, this week; Havana, Illinois, on the streets, Aug. 30th to Sept. 4th. The first show this season. Location on the streets. Then for the best fair in Illinois,
Wisconsin, where we control the Midway. Then for the Sunny South.

A. B. MILLER'S GREATER SHOWS
WANTS FOR
The Great Grangers Picnic and Fair
WILLIAMS GROVE, PA., AUG. 30-31, SEPT. 1-2-3
THE BIGGEST FIRE FAIR IN PENNSYLVANIA, 10,000 PEOPLE ON THURSDAY.
Buccaneer Show by permission of all boys. Numerous performances of all sorts. Typical carnival in every way. Write for details. Special price, 25c for regular men. C. H. MILLER, Manager.
ROUTE—Chambersburg, Pa., Aug. 30; Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 31; York, Sept. 1; Williamsport, Pa., Sept. 2; Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 3; Lancaster, Pa.; Reading, Pa., Sept. 4; Wray's Business, C. H. MILLER, Manager.

Ruppel Greater Shows
WANT 10-IN-1 PEOPLE
Athletic and Skaters Show for four of the best New Jersey Fairs, con-
necting with Merrittown Fair, day and night. All Wheels open. No
exclusive. August 23-28: Kiport, August 19 to Sept. 4; Manasquan,
N. J., Sept. 6 to 11; Cranford, 13 to 18; Passaic, 23, 24, 25; 26; Lebanon,
Pa., Fair 24, 25, 30 and Oct. 1. B. Ruppel. Want Help in all departments. Will thorough
real outfits to real showmen.

Want Concessions for Marion, Va., Fair
AUGUST 30 TO SEPTEMBER 4, INC.
Write or Wire HARRY DEIDERICH, Marion, Va.

NEW YORK EXPOSITION SHOWS
WANT Jack Stunt, Big Mirror, Cat Show. Ring-Act, High Wheeler, Hand Car, Elephant and
Horse Patr. Want Help in all departments. Will thorough
real outfits to real showmen.

NEED A $990 FELLOW—Mention The Billboard to Your Advertising.
OBITUARIES

BRADEN—Henry, W., ages of E. H. and the Board of Trustees of the Fulton Savings Institution of Chicago, Ill., on Aug. 9, 1929. Accordingly, the Latin America Club of Chicago was advised of the death of the world-renowned violinist, who died in Paris on Aug. 10, 1929.

HADLEY—Mrs. W. M., aged of E. H. and the Board of Trustees of the Fulton Savings Institution of Chicago, Ill., on Aug. 9, 1929.

GILLMORE—Mrs. A. M., aged of E. H. and the Board of Trustees of the Fulton Savings Institution of Chicago, Ill., on Aug. 9, 1929.

CARLIN—Mrs. H. A., aged of E. H. and the Board of Trustees of the Fulton Savings Institution of Chicago, Ill., on Aug. 9, 1929.

HEARING IS POSTPONED

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla., Aug. 24—The hearing of the proceedings before the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma was postponed yesterday. The hearing is set for Sept. 1.

EQUITY EQUITY INVESTMENT

March 6, 1930, the General Federation is scheduled to meet in New York. The meeting will be held at the Hotel Astor. The meeting will be open to all members of the General Federation who wish to attend.

First District Circuit Court

WINDY CITY TO GREAT CROWD
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The meeting will be held at the Hotel Astor. The meeting will be open to all members of the General Federation who wish to attend.
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BIG VICTORY CELEBRATION
CROOKSVILLE, OHIO,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE AMERICAN LEGION
Week of August 31 to September 4, five days and five nights. WANTED—Legitimate Concessions of all kinds. Stock Whales and Shows, Wire.
JAMES O'ROURKE, 67 Greenfield Avenue, Zanesville, Ohio.

WANTED FOR
LACROU SHOWS
Whip, Tango Swings, Man to take over complete Platform Show. Platform open. Concessions, come on! Lacrosse, Pa., August 25 to 27; Thomasville, Va., August 28 to 29; Thomasville, Ga., September 1, 2, 3, 4; Chicago, N. Y. Fair, Sept. 7 to 10; International State Fair, Athens, Pa., Sept. 13 to 16; Ringwood (N. Y.) Fair to follow. Address all communications to STEVE LACROU, Hotel Redding, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

WANTED RIDES, FREE ATTRACTIONS, CONCESSIONS, SHOWS
Second Annual Elks' Fall Festival, WOODSTOCK, ILLS.
SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, 18.
Nights only. On main business street. Ten thousand people. Those who were with us last year, write again. Address Secretary.

W. J. TORRENS' UNITED SHOWS
Wants Shows that do not conflict. Will finance any recognised showmen of ability. We have Garden of Allah, Plantation, Athletic, Greek, Educated Chimpanzees, Platform One, three Riding (Horse, cow, and a show.) We carry our own Band. ROYCE, Binghamton, Alexandria, Lewiston, Camillus City, all street Fairs, then South.
SOUTHERN COMMITTEES: Will have three open dates. Want good Ten in One Show. Leo Linke wants Girls for Alka Show. Address W. J. TORRENS, Greenburg, Ind., this week.

SOUTHERN EXPOSITION SHOWS WANT FOR STRING OF FAIRS
starting Tuswell, Va., September 1, 2, 3, 4. Concessions, all open except Cook House, Juice, Dolls, Glass, Candy and Palmistry. Also want Musicians for David Azrilli's Concert Band, strong Shows that don't conflict. This is a real show with real spots. Get with it. This week, Christianburg, Va.; then our Fair. W. A. STRODE, Mg.

SUPERIOR SHOWS WANT
Plantation Shows of high-class ability. Not interested in inferior performers. Can place fine Shows and legitimate Concessions. Want American Musicians, Wannam, Wla., this week; Anticy, Wla., next week.
T. A. WOLFE.

MALHEU COUNTY FAIR, OREGON, OREGON

GOOD CONCESSIONS OPEN
and Merry-go-Round wanted at 16th Annual Detwiler County Fair, Philo, N. Y. 1st, September 4, 5, 6, 7. Apply to FRANK E. GHAISE, Pines Plains, N. Y.

WANTED FOR
INTERMOUNTAIN FAIR CIRCUIT
Skele Show, Man and Woman for Illusion Show; will furnish outfit complete for both. Want Water Spinners and Talkers, one good. Promoters; will furnish outfit complete for any show of merit. Concessions open, no exclusives. Time short, Wire, don't write. Moscow, Idaho, August 28-29; Collins, Wash., August 30-September 2; then Spokane Fair.
THE BERNARDI GREATER EXPOSITION SHOWS

ACUSHNET PARK
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
WANTED
Portable Whip, Frolic, Ferris Wheel and a Few Tent Shows for Elks' Frolic
SEPTEMBER 6TH TO 11TH
For particulars apply to D. E. BAUER, Acushnet Park

$5.25
Chinese Baskets $5.25
DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU
Chinese baskets, Baskets, etc. Park, Factory, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, and other cities. Send small deposit and order. Address: W. W. KELLY, 1431 Eighth Ave., Seattle, Wash. $5.25

WANTED
GRAY SHOWS
Colored Performers of all kinds. Your salary twice a week. Will consider organized Shows, even small. See Fair of the American Legion. Will consider General Concessions, an amusement business. Will place music and entertainment. For terms, address T. A. WOLFE, 216 Pearl Street, New York City.

READING'S GREATER SHOWS

WorldRadioHistory
The Billboard

LETTER LIST

Readers may have noticed that the Advertiser List is FIRST advertised. The following is the new Letter Advertiser List:


We have already explained the method outlined above. Keep the Mail Office supplied with your needs and mail will be forwarded absolutely free. Advertisers read the notices, and your service is absolutely free. 

Readers who have been using THE BILLBOARD for up to one year may be interested in the fact that the list is now in full swing. All requests for mail must be signed by the party to whose mail is addressed.

LETTERS ARE HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.

Prior to which if no address has been obtained, they are sent to the Dead Letter Office. It is desirable to write your name, first entry in the list. Address your postal to "Mail Forwarding Service, The Billboard." ADDITIONS TO THIS LIST.

Actors, Actresses and Artists

who wish to make their permanent address in care of The Billboard may, of course, choose any one of our branches, New York, Chicago, Boston, or San Francisco, but are advised, if they are on route to consider the home office, carefully.

CINCINNATI IS BUT THIRTY-ONE MILES FROM THE GEOGRAPHIC CENTER OF THE UNITED STATES, MILE FOR MILE, of the 16,744,504 inhabitants of the United States, 74 per cent., 1,218,998,233, or 15,000,000,000. It serves as the center of the nation's commerce, and it follows naturally that those cities in the handling and forwarding of your mail.

We want our service to continue to be as it always has been, the very best and the most efficient in the country, and therefore a "PERMANENT ADDRESS, CARE OF THE BILLBOARD, CINCINNATI." It is unnecessary in writing for mail to use a self-addressed and stamped envelope. Pick up your mail at the office for which it is addressed, and permit your mail to reach you. Write names of towns, cities and signature.

WorldRadioHistory
WANTED—TALKIES for West Coast. Grinders, Train Conductors, and Drivers, wanted for all kinds of Driving Car. Show stays out all winter. Join now and pay your share and your share. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

WANTED—WHIP, AIRPLANE SWING, MUSICAL COMEDY. We furnish beautiful Flowers and Fruit for your show. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

WANTED—COLORED BAND AND ACTORS FOR MINNIEVILLE. Good car to East and West. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

RIVerview PARK DOLL COMPANY
802-34-36-28 West Elm Street,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

LETTER LIST

HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS

WANTED—WHIP, AIRPLANE SWING, MUSICAL COMEDY. We furnish beautiful Flowers and Fruit for your show. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

WANTED—COLORED BAND AND ACTORS FOR MINNIEVILLE. Good car to East and West. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

RIVerview PARK DOLL COMPANY
802-34-36-28 West Elm Street,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

LETTER LIST

25c EACH

DOLLS WITH DRESSES, 25c EACH
14-inch Moveable Arms, in lots of 8 due to 10,000. Full cash with order. No C.O.D.S.
SAFEST PACKING—24 HOUR SHIPPING SERVICE—CAPACITY, 10,000 DAILY

RIVerview PARK DOLL COMPANY
802-34-36-28 West Elm Street,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

LETTER LIST

HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS

WANTED—WHIP, AIRPLANE SWING, MUSICAL COMEDY. We furnish beautiful Flowers and Fruit for your show. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

WANTED—COLORED BAND AND ACTORS FOR MINNIEVILLE. Good car to East and West. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

RIVerview PARK DOLL COMPANY
802-34-36-28 West Elm Street,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

LETTER LIST

HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS

WANTED—WHIP, AIRPLANE SWING, MUSICAL COMEDY. We furnish beautiful Flowers and Fruit for your show. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

WANTED—COLORED BAND AND ACTORS FOR MINNIEVILLE. Good car to East and West. Address HEINZ BRO'S SHOWS.

RIVerview PARK DOLL COMPANY
802-34-36-28 West Elm Street,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
ADDITIONAL ROUTES

The Billboard

Concessionaires, Attention!

DON'T BE MISLED

THE FAIR SEASON IS JUST BEGINNING AND YOU KNOW WHAT PROMPT SERVICE MEANS. WE CAN MAKE PREPARED SHIPMENTS OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

REPUBLIC DOLLS

BEACON BLANKETS, MEXICAN BASKETS (all sizes), GROCERY BASKETS, PILLOWSLIPS (cotton and leather), ELECTRIC-EYED TEDDY BEARS, PLAIN-EYED TEDDY BEARS. WE HAVE A NEW DOLL FOR SALE-DOES WHICH IS SELLING THE MONEY EVERYWHERE. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. INSTRUCTIONS MADE IN SAME ORDER IS RECEIVED. 5% DEPOSIT ON ALL ORDERS. BALANCE SHIPPED C.O.D. AND ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IN FLAKES.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP. 152-156 Wooster St.,
New York City, N.Y.
Local and Long Distance Phone, Spring 3129.

JOS. M. COHN, Pres., CHAS. REICH, Vice-Pres., SAM. REICH, Secy., and Treas.

GENUINE BEACON BLANKETS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AT RIGHT PRICES

C. R. (ZEBBIE) FISHER, Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

Chicago, Ill., Sept. 6th to 12th, Labor Day and All


R. H. BENYMAN, 310 35 So. Dearborn St., Chicago

PEARL HANDLE KNIVES, $7.00

Big purchase of fine two-bladed, brass-bound, pearl-handled Pocket Knives makes us almost give them away.

12 Pearl-handled Knives, $2.00 value

Reserve, 600-holes Salesboard, No. 111, each...... $7.25

Lots of 25 Boards, each...... $7.10

Lots of 50 Boards, each...... $7.00

Same as above—on an 800-board—10 Knife Special, Do. 111, on each Board extra.

For No. 111, name on No. 111, 1,000-hole Salesboard, $11.00 each Board extra.

(25% with order, balance C.O.D.)

Hoeh, Cohen & Company

(Popular, Exceptional Knife That Is Always on Display)

Chicago, Illinois

FALL FESTIVAL, Greenfield, Ohio, Sept. 6th to 11th.

WANTED CLEAN SHOWS

Can use good Plantation, Pat, Girl, Midway, Tent to Tent. Over the Falls. Animal, Cowtown, Horse Show, or any good, clean Show. Will get big money here. All Shows down town. Streets granted by special act of Council. Widely advertised. All men who can exhibit exhibits. Check a few more legitimate Concessions WANTED—12 or 14 Piece Stand for three weeks. Washington C. St., Sept. 12 to 15; Chillicothe, Sept. 29 to 31.

FESTIVAL PRODUCTION CO., Box 31, Chillicothe, Ohio

WESTERMAN BROS.' GREAT TOYLAND SHOWS

WANT—Troops of Trained Dogs, Two Clowns, Three Cities for Illusion Show. Salary, $150 a week. Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Long season. Outings for A-1 Trotters. Clark Horseman, wire. Ten good Paired Winter in Florida. Address:


J. L. LANDES SHOWS

Wanted Motoromde Riders

Wanted capable Manager for Cabaret or will consider organized company. We have complete outfit. Can also place experienced Eth Wheel Operator. Wire J. L. LANDES, Paterson, N.J.
5-SURE THINGS

To Get a Square Deal and Help Wounded
PLUG FOR THE BOYS
DURING NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
Everybody gets behind you. Strongest appeals ever published.

BIG FLASH ON EACH
Good for theatres, tents, shows, carnivals, movies, street sales, house to house

SMALL TOWNS, LARGE CITIES
Crowds in cities year in and year out selling over 1,000 daily. Men traveling alone and with crews

ALL MAKING RECORDS
You can do the same. 25c. Yearly sub., 30c. Sell $1.

SAMPLES FREE.

UNION ASSOCIATED PRESS
(Ed. 1885)
200 Canal Street, NEW YORK.

LATEST HIT
LOOK IN GIRL No. 7
12 inches in height, finished in natural colors, a flashy assortment of bathing costumes with natural hair and veil; also five-inch oval mirror, each packed in a separate carton.

Packed one doz. to a case; weight 65 lbs.

Sample, Prepaid, - $1.50
Case Lots, - - 85c Each

All orders have same day received. Circular on request.

DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, DANVILLE, ILLINOIS

Positively the Only Fool-Proof
SALESBOARD
on the Market Today
The Blue Ribbon Salesboard is the smallest profit salesboard on the market. It is booked in a class only for salesmen, with promotion from end to end and double circular action. All of our home trade dealt with our special sectional salesboards, placed with large shoes, stores and large and small stores, all of whom have been promised a return order at the end of the season, and we are fully satisfied that our sales boards will have more orders than the entire business in a district.

SAMPLES FIVE CENTS.

BLUE RIBBON SPECIALTY CO.
2712 North Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARNIVAL MANAGERS
If you are coming South and want to deal with a responsible incorporated business concern, incorporated under the laws of Virginia, the company holding the best locations in the city, write or wire J. T. CONNELL, J. F. RICHARDSON, AMUSEMENT CO., Office 6099, East Leigh Street, Richmond, Va.

TO YOU
$1.50 MAGAZINE
Free Samples
SOLICITORS
516 Henry Block
Are you worth it? We are. Send $1.50 with 10c to DISTRIBUOTED HOMES MAGAZINE, Portland, Ore.

PILLOWS

SAME PRICE
BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER.

SAMPLE DOZEN FOR QUICK ACTION

$12.00 WRITE MONEY WITH ORDER
HUNDRED NEW DESIGNS—FREE CIRCULAR.

We Ship Same Day Order Is Received

WESTERN ART LEATHER CO.
TABS OPERA BLINDS
DENVER, COLO.

SOME OUTFIT

Without exception the most attractive Sunglasses ever shown on the market. Standard Cases and Batteries, displayed on a velvet pad. Consists of:

1-3light Metal Case, Minor Eyebright.
1-3light Metal Case, Minor Eyebright.
1-3light Metal Case, Minor Eyebright.
1-3light Metal Case, Minor Eyebright.
1-3light Metal Case, Minor Eyebright.

PRICE, $15.00

LIPAULT COMPANY, Dept. B, 1034 Arch St, Philadelphia

AN AUTOMATIC FISHPOND

will catch you more than 500 a minute, with 12 nets at 50 cents. 33% a

AUTOMATIC FISHPOND CO., 220 Adams St., Toledo, Ohio
CHINESE BASKETS

The Newest American Craze. Getting more money at carnivals and parks than any other item ever introduced. A wonderful money-getter for fairs.

Our Baskets Come in Assorted Colors and Very Elaborately Trimmed

INSTEAD OF ONE COLOR
OUR ASSORTMENT CONSISTS OF

Chinese Blue
Jade Green
Burnt Orange
Mulberry
Moss Green
Red
Yellow
AND MANY OTHERS.

Baskets to a nest, in assorted colors, beaded with Chinese Came trimmings and pure silk tassels.

All shipments made immediately upon receipt of your order, any quantity.

Packed in substantial light weight cases, and guaranteed to arrive safely anywhere.

Send us

$6.50
for a sample nest for comparison with the other Baskets you have seen.

DOLLS, BEARS, BEACON BLANKETS,
WHEELS, SERIES, CANDY, PILLOWS
WE HAVE THEM ALL

Our Jazz "Kid" and Beach "Flirt" have been imitated many times over, but they still survive and are selling bigger and better than ever before.

NEW, CHEAP ITEMS NOW IN WORK FOR THE FAIRS
WRITE US FOR INFORMATION

The Fair & Carnival Supply Co., Inc.
126 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK CITY
OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING:
AWAKE!

CONCESSIONAIRES
The Greatest and Fastest Seller the World Has Ever Known

"FROZEN SWEETS"
"The Concessionaires' El Dorado"
SOLD IN OVER 1,000 THEATRES IN THE U.S.

AN ARTICLE OF VALUE in EACH and EVERY PACKAGE

Sells to every person that enters theatre, and often 50 per cent to 100 per cent more packages than there are people present.

GETS BETTER DAILY AND ABSOLUTELY NEVER DIES, BUT FAILS TO HOLD THE INTEREST OF THE AUDIENCE.

$55.00 PER THOUSAND PACKAGES

SHIPPED 250 PACKAGES TO CARTON. WE SHIP ENTIRELY, WITH PREPAID EXPRESS AND DELIVER FREE ANYWHERE IN U.S.

A SAMPLE ASSORTMENT OF 100 PACKAGES SHIPPED WITH PREPAID EXPRESS UPON RECEIPT OF

$5.50

WE SEND FULL INSTRUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS TO BE USED IN THE SALE OF THESE GOODS, WITH WHICH ANY ONE CAN "PAY THEM OVER."

UNIVERSAL THEATRES CONCESSION COMPANY

P. A. WENDOVER, Manufacturing and Distribution.

26 and 28 NORTH FRANKLIN, CHICAGO, ILL.